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| I CRAVE PRESTIGE? |1
Want to write business?)
The Cord has created the position of BUSINESS EDITOR
for the remaining issues this term and you could be it. We
can't pay you yet, but it is our hope that the section will
be successful enough to be encorporated into next year's
paid staff.
The idea of a business section can and will work with
your input, both as an active writer and compiler of ar-
ticles and comments for the business-minded of WLU. We at
the Cord are disillusioned that the creators of the Atrium
were not receptive to our generous offers, but are keen on
the idea of increasing the readership of the Cord through
the all-new business section.
We are convinced that the idea will fly but you are
the key. If you are interested, come up to the Cord offices
and talk to Chris for more information. Deadline for appli-
cations is noon next Thursday (the 15th). Applicants will be
interviewed that afternoon at 5:30 at the Cord staff meet-
ing. Atrium staff members are especially welcome to apply.
Cord Copy Editor application deadline: 4:30 p.m. j
J)
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• Super Salads, Soup & Sandwiches
2399 Kingsway Dr. (at Franklin) Kitchener
363 King Street North (at Columbia) Waterloo
* QUICKLY'S PARTY PACK
27 Wings, Bucket Caesar Salad,
Bucket Veggie Sticks
Regular Value 330 ta
ONLY 123.95
LATE NIGHT AT QUICKLY'S
DOUBLE ORDER
of
JUMBO WINGS
T.G.'s Great Jumbo Wings
StA OO regular price
ou.yy $10.95
offer valid MOft through Sun.
10 p.m. to closing
Coupon Redeemable For
1 FREE ORDER OF GARLIC BREAD
Valid on orders of $10 or more
One coupon per visit.
The NEWS
Election forum
informs crowd
FRANCES P. MCANENEY Cord Weekly
"I sat upon the shore
fishing, with the aricCpCain behind me
Shall I at [east set my lands in
order?"
IS. "Eliot
tytus editor: Jonathan Stover Associate editor: Kg-ri (Dorms
Recycling programs, women's issues and
accessible
government were a few of the topics discussed at the election
candidates' open forum held last Thursday afternoon.
Candidates campaigning for various WLUSU executive
positions presented their election platforms and answered ques-
tions from students in the two hour forum.
Four candidates — Bruce Hodges, Stuart Lewis, Maureen
McGuire and Dave Morrissey -- are battling for the President's
position. Three of the four candidates said that recycling pro-
grams and the establishment of a women's centre
would be
high priority issues if elected. Dave Morrissey, in contrast,
stated that his top priority, if elected, would be to go on the of-
fensive with the administration. "I will take no shit from the ad-
ministration," said Morrissey.
Maureen McGuire, in addition to emphasizing the introduc-
tion of a recycling program and the establishment of a centre
for both men and women, stated that WLUSU's finances would
have to be looked into in order to ensure that the student's in-
terests were being considered. "WLUSU is not a business, (it
is) not here to make a lot of money off the students," she said.
Vice-President University Affairs Stuart Lewis echoed his
opponents desires in regards to environmental and women's is-
sues. More changes to Wilf's and the Turret were promised by
the candidate as well as the possibility of a safety van. "We're
looking into it," said Lewis. Establishing a used-book service
was also a possibility for the coming year, he continued.
Matching up buyers with sellers would help students avoid the
high prices in the book store.
Attacking apathy on campus was the main emphasis of
presidential candidate Bruce Hodges platform. Low turnout at
football games, Winter Carnival and student bars were prob-
lems that Hodges said he would address if elected. He accused
his opponent, Stuart Lewis, of not dealing effectively with the
possibility of a strike by the University's professors.
Hodges said that a banner addressed to President Weir and
other high ranking executives of the administration would be
put up in the concourse for students to sign in an attempt to in-
form them that students don't want a strike. The accusations
continued when Hodges, in speaking of the debt that Student
Publications owes the Students' Union, suggested that there
may have been some foul play involved.- "There may even have
been some (money) stolen," Hodges said.
The two candidates running for the position of Executive
Vice-President are Karen Gordon and Jason Guttman,The need
for a sexual relations centre was a high priority for both candi-
dates. Guttman.said that a safety van could be a possibility as
well as a much needed recycling program. Gordon emphasized
the need for a more accessible government. Informing students
of Board meetings and the decisions made at those meetings
was stated by Gordon as important factors in making student
government accessible.
The possible strike by Laurier professors was a popular
topic during the question period that followed the candidates'
speeches. When asked what side each candidate would support
if a strike became a reality, the professors or the administration,
most said if they had to choose they would support the profes-
sors but added that they would continue to further the interests
of the students.
The establishment of another newspaper on campus pub-
lished by the School of Business and Economics triggered a
question from the audience asking if the candidates supported
the concept of having two student newspapers on campus.
All presidential candidates except McGuire were in favour
of having two student papers on campus. McGuire said that
Student Publications "was for all students." She continued that
the attempts were made to get the Atrium incorporated into the
Cord but they were unsuccessful.
The question was raised as to whether or not the candidates
were just paying "lip service" to a women's centre. All candi-
dates said that they were very much in favour of a centre that
would deal with issues that affected both men and women, but
were against a centre that would provide, services strictly for
women.
It's official with the ribbon-cutting -- Wilf's is now new, improved and
ready for the 19905. The review from ex-Laurier person-about-town
Bryan C. Leblanc? "Boy, this place is great!!!" (Liza Sardi photo)
Powderpuffers paw people:
Panty excitement at Turret
CHRIS STARKEY Cord Weekly
The ghost of panty raids past
reared its ugly head at the Tur-
ret's "Powderpuff Pub" last Sat-
urday.
According to patrons, mem-
bers of the 'Killer Bees' powder-
puff football team had a bet going
to see who could collect the most
pairs of men's underwear by 11
p.m. The "Bee" with the largest
haul was to drink at the expense
of her teammates for the remain-
der of the evening. Before the end
of the evening, members of other
teams were taking part in the
festivities.
One Killer Bee spoke with the
Cord on Monday afternoon, and
said that a couple of team mem-
bers went into the men's
washroom to retrieve some un-
derwear. As the evening wore on,
she reported that some of the
transactions required a trade of
clothing articles, referring to two
ownerless bras.
"It started out as a fun game
of our team, but by 11 p.m. it had
turned into a social statement by
the Killer Bees, that could per-
haps be bigger than all of us,"
said the player/patron, who asked
not to be identified.
Peter Gray, who was the Bar
Manager on duty Saturday, said
that he saw quite a few pairs of
underwear and a couple of bras-
sieres, but that things never got
out of hand.
"It's not like anyone was run-
ning around naked or anything,"
said Gray. He likened the
women's activities to those of
male strip joint patrons, saying
that if you get 300 girls in one
room together, things are bound
to get a bit 'crazy.'
The "winner" of the competi-
tion collected about 20-25 pieces
of male underwear. Several fouls
were called by the convenor, as
two of the less successful brief
burglars tried to pawn off their
own undergarments as legitimate
thefts — one by ripping and the
other by burning their dainties off
their hips.
According to the Bee, the
most successful hauls were the
acquisition of some boxers from a
prominent varsity footballer and a
turquoise set from the bass player
of a prominent WLU-based blues
band.
Those who complied with the
powderpuffers' requests could
find some difficulty in retrieving
their jockeys. According to a lo-
cal householder, a good portion
of the spoils were stored in an Al-
bert Street fridge over the
weekend, and at press time were
"thawing out in an undisclosed
area."
Who wins?
PAT BRETHOUR News Analysis
Election fever is upon us, in
the form of WLUSU elec-
tions. Given the nature of this year's campaign for Stu-
dents' Union President, election rabies might be a better
term.
Personal attacks, knee jerk criticism, vague platforms
and mindless slogans have typified the presidential race
so far. Unlike last year's election, no candidate is headed
for a landslide victory. None of the four candidates run-
ning for WLUSU President, Bruce Hodges, Maureen
McGuire, Stuart Lewis or David Morrissey, have estab-
lished themselves as a front runner.
What do each of them have to offer? What can we ex-
pect from each of them as President?
Bruce Hodges seems to have learned his political skills
from the 1988 American election. Witness again the
wonders of a negative campaign: by attacking and
destroying your opponent, you don't need to sell yourself.
Hodges demonstrated his aptitude for this type of
campaigning in the February 1 open forum in the Con-
course — namely by insinuating that J. Tyler Leatherland
had become VP: University Affairs in return for working
for Stuart Lewis. In reality, Leatherland, for lack of any
other candidates, was acclaimed. Apathy, not patronage,
was the cause. Of course, these tactics disguise the lack of
depth in Hodges' platform.
Hodges treated other issues with similar glibness and
ignorance. On recycling he said: "Why is there still not a
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Continued on page 5
Is V-P or editor to blame?
Revamped yearbook a no-go for this election
KERI DOWNS Cord Weekly
A proposed referendum
regarding WLU's Keystone year-
book will not be offered to stu-
dents in this week's election.
Pat Brethour, Keystone
Editor-in-Chief, made a proposal
to the Board of Directors on Janu-
ary 26, regarding the 1990-1991
Keystone publication. His pro-
posed referendum would have
added $13 to student fees, and
given every WLU student a 308-
page yearbook. The $13 fee
would have been refundable to
any student who didn't want a
yearbook, while allowing all
those who do to get one for $13
rather than the standard $25. The
1989-90 Keystone is 192 pages
long, and retails for $25.
Expanded service,
minimalcost
According to Keystone editor
Pat Brethour, the $13 proposal
was feasible because of expanded
service at minimal cost. The year-
book proposal would have initial-
ly balanced with approximately
$2500 in profit, and Brethour said
that the surplus would have been
totally used up in refunds. This,
Brethour said, should have ap-
pealed greatly to WLUSU. "The
Keystone loses no money, and
students get a yearbook."
"It's close to a non-profit
thing for Keystone," said
Brethour of his proposal. Al-
though most people would agree
that a "non-profit thing" doesn't
sound entirely ideal, after last
Non-profit thing
says Brethour
year's problems with production
and distribution, the editor said
that the Keystone's goal for the
1990-1991 year is simply not to
lose money.
Although the board meeting at
which Brethour tabled his
proposal did not make quorum,
Brethour said his referendum was
"received fairly favorably." Un-
fortunately, the referendum will
not go to student vote in this
week's election due to adminis-
trative difficulties which have left
Brethour furious.
Jeff Walters, WLUSU Execu-
tive Vice-President, said he set
out a time line for all referendum
proposals tobe submitted in order
that they should receive adequate
publicity before an election.
Walters said Brethour's proposal
came a week and a half too late to
be included.
WLU students received a let-
ter two weeks ago informing
them of the upcoming elections
and of a referendum vote.
Brethour is angry that the details
of his proposal were not included
in the letters. Walters said the let-
ters were drafted in December,
when he knew nothing about
Brethour's proposed referendum.
Brethour said that he never
knew of any deadline date, but
Walters said it was Student Publi-
cations President Mark Hand's
responsibility to inform Brethour
of deadlines. Hand said he was
unaware of any deadline dates.
Brethour alleges that Walters
came to him on Monday, January
Publicity needed
forproposal
29 and said, "It looks like your
proposal's going to pass. Here's
what you need to do about
publicity." Brethour said Walters
suggested that he write an article
for the Cord in which he would
publicize the pros and cons of his
proposal.
Brethour said that on January
30 he was informed by Chairman
of the Board Scott Williams that
Walters had contacted the
WLUSU lawyer and because only
one notice had been sent to stu-
dents, it was invalid. No notion of
what the question was had been
presented to the students. From
that point, said Brethour, there
was still one week to publish an-
other letter to students or to ade-
quately publicize the proposal in
the Cord before the elections.
The problem, said Walters, is
timing. It is too late for the
proposal to be properly
publicized and passed by the
board. Walters said it takes two to
two and a half weeks for a
referendum question to be passed.
It first has to be passed by a com-
mittee, then the Board of Direc-
tors. Next, the question must go
to the WLUSU lawyer for proper
wording before it can finally be
approved in full by the Board of
Directors. Only then can it be
printed and circulated.
"If he'd presented it (the
proposal) three weeks earlier, it
would be able to be accom-
modated," said Walters. "I'm im-
pressed with the proposal. There
is no problem with the
referendum itself. It's a good
proposal, its just too late."
Proper publicity is necessary
to ensure that all students know
what they will be voting on, the
pros and cons of the proposal,
and all aspects involved, Walters
said.
No notice given
to students
Brethour insists that Walters
told him "the only reason it (the
proposal) wasn't going in (to the
election) was because proper
notice wasn't given." The letter
sent out to students last Monday,
rather than simply stating
"referendum," should have men-
tioned that it was a referendum
involving a $13 raise in student
fees for a yearbook that would be
refundable.
This, says Brethour, is simply
Proposal late
says V.P. Walters
an excuse on Walter's part, as last
fall's health plan was worded
simply as "referendum" in a letter
to students, and it was put for-
ward in an election and passed.
Chief Returning Officer,
Melissa Blease said "I haven't
seen specific questions posed in a
referendum for an election... and
I've been here for two years."
Blease is responsible for the dis-
tribution of the letters to the stu-
dent body.
Brethour is furious at what he
calls Walter's "poor excuses".
"At the very least it was in-
competence," said Brethour.
Brethour claims that Walters
later told him, "I don't like the
proposal. It's not going to pass."
In an interview with the Cord
Weekly, Walters said, "I don't
have a problem with the proposal.
I don't really believe students
will pass it, but I feel the students
should be given the choice. It just
wasn't feasible. The timing was
bad."
The Cord Weekly
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DATE: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12,1990
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TIMES: 12:30 & 4:00 P.M.
Note: The deadline for applying to the Internship Program
is Thursday, March 1,1990
recycling program in place?" A
recycling program began this
Monday. On a Sexual Assault
Centre: "...why is this even a de-
cision? Let's get an assault centre
NOW!" Hodges seems unaware
that it is only the details of the
centre being debated by WLUSU
- the location of its office, for in-
stance — not the merit of the
centre itself. In short, Hodges'
shallow platform consists of
platitudes and misinformation.
Hodges didn't have a
Remember! Arts and Science students vote in
the Concourse on Wednesday, Business and
Economics students in the Atrium. And may
fortune favour the worthy.
mudslinging monopoly in this
campaign though. He was joined
by Dave Morrissey, also a candi-
date for WLUSU President. Dis-
missing Stuart Lewis as "an
elected suit," Morrissey accused
WLUSU of conspiring to keep
him from getting elected. Morris-
sey would promise nothing more
than a confrontational attitude
towards the administration. Mor-
rissey's campaign slogan was
"Put Power in Power". Obvious-
ly, Morrissey felt that the Presi-
dent should be elected on the size
of his...biceps.
As with Hodges, Morrissey
criticizes without providing solu-
tions. As for the one solid plank
in Morrissey's platform — con-
frontation with the administration
— one must wonder how effec-
tively Morrissey could represent
the students' interest with Dr.
Weir's door slammed in his face.
Lewis, the object of much of
the negative campaigning, did not
resort to mudslinging tactics. In-
stead he expounded upon his
achievements to date, especially
the recycling program. Granted,
Lewis is a member of the recy-
cling committee, but he is but one
of the six members on the board.
Lewis' role in the recycling pro-
gram is not as large as he would
have us believe.
As well, the Safety and Equal-
ity Commission under Lewis has
been largely dormant. Despite
this, Lewis is the only candidate
proposing new ideas: namely, a
Copy centre, and a used book ex-
change. And Lewis has been
pushing the provincial govern-
ment to subsidize a sexual/gender
relations centre. Despite the ob-
vious strengths of his accomplish-
ments and his proven com-
petence, Lewis comes across as
the quintessential politician - too
polished and slick. This image
only served to undermine his con-
siderable strengths as both a can-
didate and a potential President
during the forum.
Maureen McGuire, a member
of this year's BOD was also in-
directly attacked by Morrissey
and Hodges. Curiously though,
she did not rebut the accusations
directly. Nor did she attempt to
expose the weaknesses of
Hodges' and Morrissey's respec-
tive 'platforms.' Instead she em-
phasized that her accessibility and
experience would make her "a
competent student president."
McGuire made a Women's
Centre a major part of her plat-
form. But she did not make the
Centre a major issue in the
campaign, and press the other
candidates on the subject.
McGuire did not really succeed in
defining herself as a candidate.
This lack of definition seemed
to make her a "me too!" candi-
date, even though her experience
should have made her a front run-
ner.
Despite appearances, this
year's election offers a clear
choice: solid proposals by an ex-
perienced candidate, Lewis (and
McGuire to an extent), as op-
posed to the shallow insults and
vague promises of the other two
candidates. Come Wednesday,
the choice is yours to make. Just
make sure you're there to make
the choice.
Administration says it's fine:
Willison Hall water not really brown scum?
DUBLIN GARRED COYNE
and BRIAN LOWE
Cord Weekly
Are there strange odours
emanating from Willison
Hall's water?
That's the story according
to some residents of the place.
Aaron Marks, who was
reported in the Kitchener-
Waterloo Record as having a
strong greviance pertaining to
the water, reiterated his
remarks to the Cord.
Marks claims that Head
Resident Doug Reid was
trying to prevent complaints.
In reply, Reid said no one ap-
proached him until after the
Housing Department men-
tioned the problem to him.
Marks said that the water
in Willison is so bad that some
residents have to go to the
A.C. to shower. Still others
buy water to drink. Buying
water is not uncommon
though. According to Ken Ir-
win, a don in Macdonald
House, his floor does not like
the taste of the water so the
floor elected to buy bottled
water. Other floors in the
building do the same.
As far as his showers go,
Irwin and some of his
floormates find the water
"slimy". He would like to see
the residences furnished with
bottled water.
When asked if his water is
softened, Irwin was not sure.
When Head Resident of Mac-
donald House, Frank Florio,
was asked about the quality of
the water, he declined com-
ment except to say that the
"water's fine".
One first year student who
asked not to be identified said
the water in Willison "is not
great. Not good for drinking; it
tastes funny, but it is not a big
issue here."
Mark Hostetler, a first year
political science student and
resident in Willison claimed
he does not drink the water.
His understanding is that the
water is just generally bad in
the area. He said the "problem
is in the whole system." He
did note, however, that the hot
water was brown before
Christmas, but "there is no
trace in the shower" now.
Reid said that the brown in
the water is a result of a
broken water pipe and had to
be repaired. He believes the
problem is rectified. "It (the
water) seems regular to me.
I've lived here for five years.
Seems good to me."
Housing Director Mike
Belanger could not be reached
for comment. Physical Plant
and Planning spokesperson
Wes Robinson, when asked
about the quality of water, said
he received only two com-
plaints about it.
He noted that when the city
turns off the water, the surge
that is created when it is
turned back on can pick up
sediment from the pipes and
cause the water to turn colour.
Robinson said "the water was
checked and there is nothing
wrong with it."
Robinson pointed out that all
the hot water in the residence
washrooms is softened. Cold
water is not affected. Softened
water seems "slimy" to the
touch, and it is not advised to
drink it regularly as it could
have some health hazards after
continued consumption
Water, water everywhere, and every drop, it
stinks... but the bottled stuff? (Harvey pic)
The Cord Weekly
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McGuire, Hodges, Morrissey:
Election svlit between experience and impudence
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CANADIAN TWINS. Only two ofthese Canadians are identical twins.
Due to a mix-up at the hospital, they were separated at birth. See how quickly
you can reunite
them.
:
Canada campus news:
OSAP woes all over, fee hikes and international students
OSAP abuser
WINDSOR (CUP) -- A St. Clair
college student will spend 10
days in jail, after pleading guilty
to lying on her student loan ap-
plication.
Candy Decko will also be in-
eligible for further assistance un-
der both Canada and Ontario stu-
dent assistance programs, after
she was sentenced in a Belleville
provincial court. Decko wrote on
two assistance applications that
she had always been an Ontario
resident. But when federal offi-
cials investigated her record, they
found she had defaulted on a stu-
dent loan in Alberta.
Canadian Federation of Stu-
dents spokesperson Catherine
Louli called the punishment
"obscene."
"How on earth can they justi-
fy that when she may have been
absolutely desperate for money to
study," she said. "A lot of stu-
dents default on loans simply be-
cause they can't get a job to pay
them back."
Students found guilty of
fraud, or falsifying information,
can be fined up to $1,000 under
the Canada Student Loans Act.
Most will have to pay back any
money they received and all
will
be ineligible for financial aid.
Private loans
OTTAWA (CUP) -- The federal
government's plan to privatize
the administration of Canada's
student loan program has worried
some student leaders.
The plan, announced Decem-
ber 15 along with a three per cent
administrative fee on student
loans taken out after 1991, would
also cost about 50 people their
jobs. "I think the privatization
would leave students applying for
loans open to the criteria of pri-
vate industry," said Canadian
Federation of Students official
Catherine Louli.
"Does this mean you won't be
able to get student loans unless
you have certain marks or are
studying in an areas that interests
private industry?" Secretary of
State official Len Westerberg said
the plan was a few years away
from happening.
"It's academic right now," he
said. "We have no idea what kind
of response we're going to get
from the private sector." "If no
one comes forward, then we can
deal with it,"he added.
'It' is processing of loan ap-
plications, arranging debt-
repayment programs, and general
office administration, handled by
the program's head office in Hull,
Quebec.
More OSAP!
TORONTO (CUP) - Ontario's
ministry of universities and col-
leges will come out with the first
review of its financial aid pro-
gram this spring. But students and
university administrators say
they've been left out of the
review.
University of Toronto part-
time student association official
Robert Cook questioned the
credibility of the review. "The
OSAP review committee has no-
body in there with practical expe-
rience, it's just politicians and
bureaucrats," he said. "Our big-
gest concern is to make sure that
what gets done is done in a public
forum."
Cook said student groups had
yet to be asked for input into the
review. Last fall, the ministry of
Colleges and Universities set up a
committee to review the program,
the first since the program was
established in 1978.
Ministry official Elizabeth
Deichert said the review com-
mittee will examine ways the pro-
gram can become more accessible
to students and more efficiently
administered, without costing any
more.
Halifax fees
t
HALIFAX(CUP) — Some Mount
Allison students may not be back
next year if the university goes
ahead with a planned tuition fees
hike, Gail Lekas says.
The admissions counselor
with Mount Allison in Sackville,
N.8., said she "doesn't think
there is any doubt that there will
be students currently at Mount A
that willnot be able to attend next
year."
Mount Allison students pay
$1,935 in tuition fees and $4,100
in housing costs. At $6,035, the
basic cost of attending the univer-
sity is $25 short of the maximum
student loan and bursary alloca-
tion of $6,060.
Mount Allison student council
president Cathren Decarie said
New Brunswick has the best bur-
sary program in the country, but
it is now getting dangerously
close to the maximum level.
Lekas said of about 1800 stu-
dents enrolled, 343 are from New
Brunswick. She said half of the
provincial students receive finan-
cial assistance from the federal
and provincial governments.
"The students from outside
the province, which do not
receive as much bursary funding
from their provincial govern-
ments, will find it much more dif-
ficult to pay the additional costs,"
Lukas said.
Quebec hit
MONTREAL (CUP) - Interna-
tional students could be among
the hardest hit by the tuition fee
increase proposed by the Quebec
government - this according to
McGill graduate student council
executive Eric Darier.
Darier says international stu-
dents could wind up paying more
than $7500 per year if tuition fees
are increased and if universities
charge the extra 10 per-cent
permitted under the new regula-
tions which will see tuition for
Canadian students rise more than
130 per cent in the next two
years.
International undergraduate
students in Quebec pay between
$4,350 and $5,900 per year.
Luc Rheaume, press attache
for education minister Claude
Ryan, said the 10 per-cent option
is "reserved only for Quebec stu-
dents." Even if the increase is
only the $350 per year over the
next two years proposed by the
government, Darier — in Canada
on a student visa — warned that
international students will stay
away.
"We will go elsewhere. We
can go to the States and get better
bursaries." Quebec already has
the highest international student
fees of any province in Canada.
This campus news column was
compiled using the Canadian
University Press news exchange,
containing stories from across
Canada
The Cord Weekly
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ADVANCES 18
DOOR $20 DDORS 0PEIL700
LICENSED UNDER LIBD PHOTO ID REQUIRED
TICKETS AVAILABLEAT: THE TWIST, SAM THE RECORD MAN,
RECORDS ON WHEELS (CAMBRIDGE, GUELPH), u. OF W. RECORD STORE DR. DISC,
341 MARSLANDDRIVE (519)886-7730
SUMMER JOBS CAMP
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE HALIBURTON,
ONTARIO
FOR2-4 MONTHS
MANY STUDENTS AT WILFRID LAURIER ALREADY WORK AT WHITE PINE!
INFORMATION SESSION (including video and conversation)
WITH JOE KRONICK and ADAM KRONICK (Directors),
ON CAMPUS...TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH
10:00-10:30 a.m.
Room 2C7, ARTS BUILDING
At this session, personal interviews can be scheduled to take place between 10:30 and 12:30
(•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
IF YOU ENJOY: Working with children, sharing challlenges and if you want to gain valuable experience for
a people-orientation career...
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR:
• Cabin Counsellors: (for boys & girls, ages 8-1 6).
• Specialty Instructors and Supervisory Positions: Swimming, Waterskiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Canoe-
ing, Kayaking, Canoe Tripping, Tennis, Horseback Riding, Gymnastics, Dance, Aerobics, Arts and Crafts,
Pottery, Photography, Copper Enameling, Woodworking, Silkscreening, Printmaking, Drama, Outdoor
Education/Recreation, Audio Technician.
• Piano Accompanist
• Nurses
• Office Secretary (including CompulerAVord Processing) Winter Address
. Dining Room Supervisor and Dining Room Staff
Lawrence Ave. West
• Drivers ( F licence minimum)
• Maintenance Staff Toronto, Ontario. M5M 1A4
0
. _
Telephone: (416) 322-6250
Salary varies with Job and Experience
Room and Board Provided
*———————————J
Previous Camping Experience Preferable
dat ole debbil bill
I knew Swift, I worked with Swift...
'Bill, you're no Jonathan Swift!'
I do this thing when I'm driv-
ing on the Kitchener-Waterloo
expressway, I forget what the hell
the expressway's actually called,
but anyway
I'll be driving along
in the left lane at 130 klicks and
there will always, always, be
some dumb bastards in the left
lane at 100 klicks an hour. I'll
roar up behind them and I'll hang
there behind them, just close
enough to piss them off, and I'll
sing.
"Stupid old people, stupid old
people, stupid old people driving
slow, stupid old people, stupid
old people in the left lane."
Damned catchy, riest pasl
And I'll wave at them and
grin my nice grin, the one with
the teeth. It's really quite fearful.
bill needle's
bag of
scrogging
That's an anecdote. It has
nothing to do with this week's
column, because this week's
column doesn't Hang Together,
it doesn't Do The Right Thing, it
doesn't Pull The Plow This
Writing. Jonathan Swift would
be ashamed of me. Lord Byron
would retch and swallow and
hobble off to the crapper on his
lame club foot. Writers greater
and more pretentious than me
would cough phlegm into my
Ricker's Red as I huddle in quiet
desperation, waiting for the Voice
of Doom to banish me to the
abyss of failed and miserable
literary creations.
And if I could be sure that
some great and grand literary crit-
ic would shout down at me "Your
feeble attempts at discourse are
my pleasure, your halting voice is
my stunted twisted gift to you," I
would gladly clench myself and
die. Deconstructed.
Onwards, my droogies.
ITEM ONE: Question: If
men menstruated, would tampons
be free? I don't know. My gut
feeling is 'no' — after all, both
sexes have bowel movements,
and we still have to pop over to
Valdis every two weeks for some
ratty one-ply stuff that last saw
life as a 500-foot redwood. Just a
guess, though.
ITEM TWO: Read this item
from the university's five-star
Bells in the Air press release
about the 'Panty Raid Com-
mittee'. It's one of Laurier's bold
new initiatives: "The university's
promotional material will be
reviewed to ensure it portrays
Laurier as a vibrant intellectual
and cultural community where,
among other things, healthy gen-
der relations exist."
Hahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
hahahahahahahahahah!!!!!!
Get it? Get it? Translated
from Newspeak that means that
NOTHING NEEDS TO BE
DONE EXCEPT THAT ALL
THE PRESS RELEASES AND
STUDENT COURSE
CALENDARS BE CHANGED
TO MAKE EVERYONE THINK
EVERYTHING IS FINE JUST
FINE JUST JIM-DAMNED
HOGS WAVING FROM FLAG-
POLES DANDY FINE!
Why, the linguistic flights of
fancy behind that item make me
go all green and juicy. Who wrote
that pathetic crap? They're sup-
posed to be screening what's pub-
lished in the Cord?
Oh, be still be still be so so
still my beating, trembling Or-
wellian Thoughtcrime heart!
Whoever controls the past con-
trols the future and whoever con-
trols the outlets of communica-
tions controls what people think!
And the university's going to be
going into the (ad-free) newspa-
per business! Hahahahahaha! It's
priceless, it's such a great plot!
Vote for me. Fill me in on the ballots. After all,
I don't wear a suit, I'm not a hand puppet and
I'm not on steroids. So spoil a ballot for Bill. It
is, at least, more fun than an enema and proba-
bly a bit better for you.
ITEM THREE: Did you
know that William Shakespeare
didn't actually write all those
plays attributed to him? They
were all written by a different guy
— a plumber's apprentice, actual-
ly -- with EXACTLY THE
SAME NAME.
ITEM FOUR: Look, let's be
honest. None of you care who
runs WLUSU anyway. Of the
four people running for president,
two are wankheads, one's so hol-
low that there are Hockey Night
in Canada telecasts from 1973
still bouncing around inside his or
her chameleon-clean skull, and
the fourth is a complete non-
entity.
So write me in on the ballot.
I'm not sure about the procedures
if I win or anything -- being fic-
tional (see disclaimer below)
means that I don't actually have a
body or anything. But I'll sure try
my damneddest for you if I win.
The body thing's just a minor
stumbling point ~ they're highly
over-rated. Paper and ink are a
hell of a lot more flexible. Harder
to influence. I'm not a hand-
puppet, I don't wear suits and I'm
not on steroids either.
Later, you crazy nutburgers
you.
And remember - WRITE IN
NEEDLE! SPOIL A BALLOT
FOR BILL!! PIGS IS PIGS!!!
Bill Needle is a fictional character. The
column seeks to provoke thought and
comment on important moral, social and
political issues. The column advocates
only freedom of speech and the need for
publicforums to air all opinions. The only
guarantee you've got is that the column
does not reflect the opinions of the Cord
Weekly or Cord Weekly staff. It may not
(indeed, almost never) even represents the
views of the person or persons who write
it.
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Prayer services for
Bill's wretched soui
will be held daily
in the world famous
G. Gordon Gilgamesh
Prayer Centre and
Curio Emporium,
located in scenic
uptown Waterloo.
Services will continue
until either Bill or
the big Cahuna kiss
and make up, or
the world ends.
Whichever is first.
A
APPLICATIONS
RING DAY
DATE;
FEB 13
PLACE:
BOOKSTORE
TIME: 10am
to 3pm
DON'T
MISS IT!
Thoughts of a West German:
Will a new Germany emerge, united?
HARALD DIETRICH
News Commentary
Editor's note: I've corresponded with
Harald Dietrich since grade seven.
When everything started coming
down in East Germany, I wrote
Harald — who lives in Puchheim,
West Germany, a relatively small
town near Munich - and asked him,
if possible, to write for the paper
about what it felt like to be living in
Germany at this time. This
is his rep-
ly, edited somewhatfor publication.
It's rather amazing that the
people in Canada are so inter-
ested in German affairs. But
actually, the events over here
were absolutely unprece-
dented in our history. I guess
we need not be shy to compare
it with the French Revolution,
although the revolution in the
DDR took place without any
violence.
You asked me to write how
it feels. It's not easy for me to
describe that in English. Too
many of the German slogans
of the last months have such
complex meanings — for ex-
ample, the word
"W iedervereinigung" (=
'reunification'). Today the use
of it makes people suspect
you, that you want not only to
unite the two German states,
but Germany within the bor-
ders of 1937, including Schel-
sin and Ostpreubenßen - areas
that belong to Poland now.
Everything came so un-
expected. When we heard
about the demonstrations in
Leipzig and the other big
cities, military interference by
the Soviets would have been
more likely than the abolition
of the old system. But the sys-
tem was too obsolete, and so
the politicians refrained from
using violence.
And so one slogan of the
demonstrations, "Wir sind as
Volk!", became a sign that the
power was on the street. The
events got their own dynamic.
The eruption of 40 years of
oppressed hopes made it irre-
versible. The Honnecker era
was gone.
After that came a time of
hopes, fears and uncertainty.
Surprisingly, our neigh-
bours feared the reunification
before anyone in Germany
talked about it. Some even
feared that there would rise up
a 'Fourth Reich' with 78 mil-
lion inhabitants and great eco-
nomic and military power.
They forgot that the East
German revolution was not a
revolution of intellectuals or
generals, but a revolution of
the people. They don't want to
rule the world - they want to
buy bananas and video re-
corders, drive a big car and
travel to Italy in summer.
They just want to reach the
standard of living that we have
already.
It seems that some kind of
unity is inevitable. Many
people in the DDR would like
it as early as possible. Others
fear that their country will be
bought up by the strong West
German economy.
The first signs of that latter
state-of-mind have already
shown up. On the other hand,
East Germany won't get on its
feet again without our help.
The economic situation will
decide the rise or fall of a
government of the German
Democratic Republic.
People in the DDR believe
that they can reach our stan-
dard of living in five years.
Looking at their rotted-down
industry, this sounds unlikely.
But if they don't make it, I be-
lieve we will have a second
emigration wave like we had
this summer. Those qualified
workers coming here strength-
en our economy. They are
lacking in the DDR.
The opposition groups and
the reformed SED are trying to
install a new democratic
socialism now. I wish them all
the best, but I don't think they
will be able to save a lot of
their socialistic ideas.
That leads me to the Euro-
pean future. While Mr. Bush,
Mrs. Thatcher and Mr. Gor-
bachev cried for the obviously
dead-and-buried post-war
status in Europe in rarely-seen
harmony, the French prime
minister Mitterand was the
first that we have to find a new
way of living together in
Europe. We can't go on keep-
ing peace by threatening each
other. This has become ab-
surd. For example: I have seen
a TV report on navy soldiers
in the DDR. On Saturdays and
Sundays they go shopping in
Hamburg, West Germany. On
Monday they go back to
guarding against the threat of
West German submarines.
That makes no sense.
We will have to form a
European union, in which
'Europe' stands for the whole
continent, and not just the
western part of it. But that
seems far away now, although
one year ago no one would
have believed you, had you
told him, that the DDR would
open the borders.
The Cord Weekly
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lurier Student Awards
Do you know a student who has excelled outside their academic cirriculum?
I
If so, nominate them! Pick up applications for nominations at the Info Centre
or the Students's Union. Please return applications by Feb. 26 to Dean Nichols office.
THE CORD WEEKLY
Election grades
If you're wondering why the Cord is a day early this week, you have
WLUSU to thank. Executive Vice-President Jeff Walters (in his abundant
and Solomon-like wisdom) decided to have a Wednesday election so that the
Cord "couldn't influence the vote." We pushed our production schedule
ahead by one day to overcome his lack of foresight.
You see, by trying to avoid Cord influence, WLUSU wouldhave cut any
Cord
coverage of the Open Forum, the publishing of the executive platforms
and other opinion and informational columns. As well, an entire year of co-
op students (who have no Wednesday classes) havebeen alienated. Andhow
many people wouldn't have voted if not for our eye-catching cover?
Sometimes WLUSU follows a logic no mortals can comprehend...
Enough of that. Here's the Good, the Bad and the Ugly of the WLUSU
elections.
Stuart Lewis: GOOD: Has experience at the VP: University Affairs level;
has succeeded in revamping Health Plan; played large role in organizing
'Town and Gown' university-community relations symposium; is high-
profile in Waterloo and Kitchener municipal governments; does have good
working knowledge of WLUSU operations.
BAD: Dick the Cat failure showedpoor financial sense; extremely egotistical
about own accomplishments; has been characterized by many as a 'resumiS-
builder' who is in politics to serve himself and not his constituency; also con-
sidered a "media-monger" looking more for personal press than students he
serves.
Maureen McGuire: GOOD: Does not appear to be a one-note 'Cartoon
Candidate' like many of the others, as she has tried to address issues during
her campaign rather than just striking poses; when talking casually to
Maureen, even two days before the elections, she came across as a human
being and not a glad-handing poseur.
BAD: No experience at levels higher than Board of Directors makes one ask
why she didn't run for a Vice-presidential position first; a huge question
mark in terms of figuring out exactly what she has or hasn't done as a mem-
ber of student government.
Dave Morissey: GOOD: Would not take any shit from anyone, including
John Weir; last time WLUSU had an adversarial president was Matt
Certosimo (took WLU to court over re-naming the Student Union Building),
who was one of the best.
BAD: He has no concept of the position, no experience and seems to be run-
ning for the money since his Taps bouncer job is no longer there; comes
across as somewhat less than an informedcandidate politically; campaign ap-
proach of 'Vote for Power' is so pseudo-macho and posturing that it makes
one's eyes water.
Bruce Hodges: GOOD: Ambitious go-getter; not afraid to speak his mind;
has some experience dealing with people as don for last few years; has made
some good suggestions about revenue-generating.
BAD: Good ideas have been overshadowed by a campaign that has been
plagued with half-truths and deceptions; has shown neither inclination nor
ability to work within normal government system throughout the Atrium af-
fair; conduct during Atrium affair may have alienated higher-ups at every
level of student and administrative government — including the extremely-
hard-to-irk Dean Nichols; his close relationship with SBE Dean Alex Murray
could be seen as detrimentalto Hodges truly representing the best interests of
the entire student body.
As far as vice-presidential candidates go, you can't go wrong with either
Karen Gordon or Jason Guttman. Both have an excellent working knowl-
edge of WLUSU and have been effective in their respective roles this year,
Hard-working and industrious in theirperformance, the only discemable dif-
ference is that Guttman is a more behind-the-scenes worker and Gordon is
more comfortable working with the students face to face.
As far as the Board of Directors goes, there is a large lotof losers here. One-
third of the group
missed the Open Forum and the dozen that were there gave
inane answers that only showed that what knowledge they had of WLUSU
was superficial at best. Nick Jiminez, Jean-Paul Desmarais, Gord Bilecki,
BrendaMorehouse and Aidan Tracey are running for re-election. You'll onl>
get four months of work from co-op students Desmarais and Tracey, anc
Bilecki wandered into the Open Forum as a spectator before he realized he
was supposed to be giving a speech.
Of the new crop, Samac, Ledzinsky, Brown, Baker, MacMillan, Brooks
and Beveridge have some WLUSU experience or seem to know what the>
are talking about at least half the time. On the flip side, Craft submitted a 16-
word platform to the Cord and Cornwall tried to cover up his lack of ideas
with cat-who-ate-the-canary smugness at the Open Forum.
Look — just vote, vote, vote.
Good luck to everyone that deserves it.
Editorial opinions are approved by the Cord Weekly Editorial Board on
behalf of Cord staff and are independent of the University, the Students'
Union and the Student Publications Boardof Directors.
EDITORIAL BOARD
Chris Starkey, Editor-in-Chief
Jana Watson, Production Manager JonathanStover, News Editor
Elizabeth Chen, Features Editor Keri Downs, Associate News Editor
Brian Owen, Sports Editor Tony Burke, Scene Editor
The Cord Weekly is published during the fall arid winter academic terms. Offices are located
on the Second Floor of the Liza Sardi Women's and Men's Sexual and Gender Relations
Centre at Wilfrid Laurier University, 75 University Ave. W., Waterloo (519) 884-2990. The
Cord Weekly is a irksome member of Canadian University Press and is revered by the
Ontario Community Newspaper Association. Copyright ' 10, WLU Student Publications.
Material deemed to further sexist, racist or homophobic .eotypes will not be accepted. No
part of the Cord Weekly may be reproduced without the permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
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Profs hiding true motive
Letters
TO THE
Editor
DEAR EDITOR:
It is the essence of western so-
cial philosophy that freely entered
contracts will lead to mutually
beneficial outcomes.
This basic truth also holds for
the labour market, including
WLU and its faculty. Only if
WLU was the only university in
the country (i.e. a monopoly), the
term 'exploitation' makes any
sense, for the profs would have
no choice but to either work for
them or to die. But WLU is not
the only university in Canada;
thus the faculty must be happy
with the money they get, other-
wise they wouldn't work here.
They are always free to negotiate
a contract somewhere else which
pays more.
Of course, every prof wants
more money
- we all do. And the
administration wouldn't pay a
nickel if it could. That's why we
have the labour market: to negoti-
ate individual contracts. If there is
no agreement, both sides will
have to seek again; the prof for a
university, the university for a
prof. The labour market is non-
coercive, objective and fair, since
the market does not, as an im-
personal abstraction, prefer one
side over the other. There are no
'shoulds', a market simply is. It's
precisely this fairness, which ex-
plains the vast public support for
our market-based system. Thus
the profs claim that they are
treated 'unjustly', is clearly ab-
surd. It doesn't help their cause
an iota that only two universities
pay less than Laurier does. By
mathematical necessity every sys-
tem, stopping short of strict
egalitarianism, will see somebody
at the bottom end. That's fine and
by no means unfair or 'unjust' as
long as there is possibility for
mobility — which in this particu-
lar case is clearly given. Again,
WLU is not a monopoly. The
argument that lower paid profs
translates into poor education is,
on a closer look, also invalid.
Like there is nothing which
forces a prof to teach at Laurier,
so likewise there is nothing which
forces the student to attend
Laurier rather than another uni-
versity. If I feel my education is
going down the drain here, I
simply switch. It's as simple as
that.
So if profs really leave and
students switch (or don't enter)
the administration will automati-
cally offer more money, provided
they take their 'drive for ex-
cellence' slogan seriously. Well,
and if they don't, other univer-
sities will. This self-correcting
mechanism is by far more effi-
cient and fair than the faculty as-
sociation's attempts to pressure
the university by releasing strike
threats. Their bizarre understand-
ing of what 'justice' requires real-
ly serves nothing and nobody but
their self interests. To conclude,
despite there may be some
validity to their 'parity now'
arguments on a superficial level,
a little bit of surface scraping
reveals that their cry for 'fairness'
cannot hide their true motive:
naked selfishness.
Klaus Kostenbauer
3rd Year Economics
and Philosophy
Gender or Women?
DEAR EDITOR:
Liza Sardi's column, present-
ed under the Gender Issues ban-
ner, has been receiving some neg-
ative feedback lately over the
Women's Centre/Sexual Rela-
tions Centre fiasco but I am not
writing to banter around that is-
sue but rather to address the gen-
eral focus of the column.
"Have Women Come A Long
Way?" in last week's Cord made
a strong point about the statistics
regarding the different degrees of
enrollment by men and women in
various faculties. Ms. Sardi's
statement that "There is a feeling
that what men do is more impor-
tant and that's why they register
in Business, Economics and
Engineering while women enroll
in Music, Arts and Social
Work...what good is getting into
university if women are confined
to Arts?" betrays a bias toward
the women's side to this issue
without any consideration toward
the societal view. x
No consideration was given to
the fact that few men are enroll-
ing in the Arts - the stereotype
that women aren't interested in
Business, etc. is equally as con-
fining as that of men's apparent
disinterest in the Arts.
It is interesting to read that
Ms. Sardi, an Arts major, sees so
litde worth in her education. Why
does discipline in the Arts con-
fine? Why does she feel that it
isn't important?
The staff of The Cord voted
down Ms. Sardi's bid for a
Women's Issues column in favour
of the less discriminatory Gender
Issues feature. But from reading
the column's content, it has a
long way to go to reach an un-
biased goal.
Anthony Burke
The Cord Weekly
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How many morons?
TO THE EDITOR:
I think that Jim Fisher has
degraded the title of professor. By
pulling a power trip and childish-
ly threatening revenge on the
entire group of students for the
stupidity of three morons, he has
established himself in my mind as
unprofessional and definitely not
worthy of respect.
Let me slow down here.
When I say three morons, I am
assuming that the three evalua-
tions contained no critical value
whatsoever. From what I have
read, that is probably true. If so,
then those three students are
morons. They abused a valuable
forum where they could have
voiced any criticism they had.
Their juvenile "the teacher's left
the room, let's throw spitballs"-
type of actions have reduced that
forum to where at least one
professor now totally disregards
it. Great work. Gee, I thought you
were supposed to be smart to be
in Honours Biz.
The actions of the three
morons were totally
reprehensible, but Fisher
responded in kind. To imply that
he was going to blacklist the stu-
dents shows a remarkable level of
immaturity considering he is a
tenured professor. How did this
hypocrite ever become a profes-
sor? I hope that he does not
represent the rest of the Business
faculty or, for that matter, the rest
of the University's educators.
Then, there is this Jim
McCutcheon. He thought the stu-
dents "handled it well, very ma-
turely" deciding to apologize.
Through their actions, both Jims
supported a restriction of freedom
of speech. I was surprised by the
students' decision to give in to
Fisher's rantings. I have always
thought that University students
were active intellectuals, trying to
learn and expand their knowl-
edge, but giving in to Fisher only
indicates a lack of any intellectual
growth. I wouldn't have put up
with crap like this in high school,
let alone at University, where stu-
dents are supposed to be consid-
ered adults, not slaves to an edu-
cational system based on the sup-
pression of individual thought
and growth.
This whole mess stinks. Jim
Fisher should be disciplined for
his actions and definitely the
School of Business and Econom-
ics should examine their policies
with regards to free thought and
free speech. I would have thought
that this problem would have
been solved very quickly with 70
students walking out on Fisher
while he was ranting and raving. I
see now that I would have been
dead wrong.
Joe Wiebe
Ist Year Hons. English/History
Stark Raving
By Chris Starkey
Campaign promises are flying around the halls
of WLU faster than a cruise missile. But will they
fly? Do your WLUSU politicians actually go
through with their promises? Here's how this year's
group fared...
Al Strathdee
Promises kept: Turret redevelopment. Promises broken:
draft in the Turret, more Turret food, forming a com-
munity relations committee, five-year plan for WLUSU,
setting up a master list of executive priorities, increased
provincial lobbying, Board meetings in the Concourse,
permanent WLUSU presence at City Council meetings.
Jeff Walters
He made no promises, so I guess he didn'tkeep or break
any. j
Stuart Lewis !
Promises kept: student housing program, used book ex-
change. Promises broken: strong safe-walk program, ex-
pand Tutorial Services
The Board of Directors
Promises kept: recycling program, Turret renovations.
Promises broken: ending discriminatory housing policies,
improved campus parking, student discount card, in-
volvement in Food Services, increased involvement for
the "under-19" crowd, a continuous safe-w&lk program,
improved outdoor campus lighting, creation of a rape
crisis centre and hot-line, music in Turrfet stairwell,
giving Typing Services computer accounts, I condoms in
Frosh packages, a mid-term/final exam library, more
residence space, restructuring the WLUSU jexecutive, a
positive change in Waterloo's housing byi-laws, more
photocopiers in the SUB, a Cord column for WLUSU
happenings, no more acclamations,! a safety
van/shuttlebus, cutting unnecessary WLUSU positions,
increasing the number of big-name Turret acts,
physically-challenged accessibility, beer price freeze in
the Turret. ;
1
i
Interesting reading isn't it? Three things jumped
out at me when compiling this list, and are certainly
worth considering.
1) Jeff Walters was acclaimed as a Vice-
President last year, didn't make any campaign
promises, and the word from most internal WLUSU
sources is that he hasn't done much. J. Tyler
Leatherland was acclaimed as a Vice-President this
year. He didn't think he had to hand in an election
platform to the Cord because of this, and didn't
show up at last Thursday's open forum until about
3/4 of the way through, citing a "previous engage-
ment". Does no campaign + no promises = no ac-
tion?
2) Maybe Al Strathdee wasn't as hot as people
have made him out to be. Many of his promises
have been either talked about or are in the begin-
ning stages, but pitifully few will be completed be-
fore April 30. In his defence, he has been bogged
down with the panty raid committee, the Atrium
and a change of business managers, but the lesson
here is that presidents get too caught up in playing
politics with the administration and their WLUSU
cronies to make their campaign dreams a reality.
3) No matter who is on the Board of Directors,
they will promise the world then let it pass on by.
Many of the same promises made last year are
being re-hashed this time 'round. Last year every-
one jumped on the "We need Turret renovations"
bandwagon, a pretty safe position considering all
the legwork had already been done. This year it's
the idea of a Women's/Sexual Relations/Gender
Relations Centre. Easy to say now that Liza Sardi
has had petition signatures and meetings, not to
mention the Senate Committee that says gender is-
sues must be addressed.
The point is the only way to judge a good BOD
member is someone who shows common sense and
asks questions. Strathdee's greatest strength as a
BOD member and president is that he not only asks
questions but he asks the right questions. Too many
decisions are rubber-stamped at the BOD level.
Vote for the BOD members that you know will
work hard, not the ones who promise the most.
Do WLUSU (yourselves) a favour. Think be-
fore you vote, and vote for those who will think.
Irresponsible voters elect irresponsible govern-
ments.
the university blues by Kevin Matchstick
Questionoftheweek
What do you look for in a WLUSU President?
Lots of talk
Rohan Joseph
Biology
Intellegence and a
big...brain.
Judi, Samantha and Karrie
Three Amigos
Big feet
John McHutchion
Frosh Time Wasting
Sincerity
Peggy
Hons. English
Someone Smokin' Hot like
fire
Kathy
Hons Eco Ist Year
Energy and Enthusiasm
Tarn Gingrich
4th Year Bus.
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Is Fisher prof or deity?
DEAR EDITOR:
I am a little confused? Is
James Fisher an accounting in-
structor, or is he the grand im-
perial ruler of the universe. Is he
so great that no one can criticizes
his holiness - and are all is stu-
dents so subservient that they can
not practice a basic constitutional
right — freedom of speech, for
fear of being black listed. He
more resembles an Andrew
McCarthy than an accounting in-
structor.
We live in a society were in-
dividuals can criticizes political
and religious leaders, without
worry of being threatened. Ob-
viously, Mr. Fisher considers
himself too great a man to be
scrutinized.
Also lets not forget Mr. James
R. McCutcheon who set a superb
example by supporting Mr.
Fisher. I wonder if Andrew
McCarthy had a side kick.
Now I ask my self the Big
Question - should I reveal my
full name (I may be black listed)?
- A what the hick!
Andrew Martin Clarke
88 270 042 (so you wont have to
look far James)
God: quite a guy
Dear Bill:
Thanks for writing! You said you didn't want to hear from me,
but I just couldn't give up on you.
I've been badly misrepresented, Bill. Someone's face is only as
clear as the mirror in which you see them. Some of my friends aren't
as reflective of me as others. In fact, some are showing you faces that
just aren't mine. (That I "help those who help themselves" is one of
these: "they" have no need of my help.)
I originally created people because I wanted some more friends
with whom to share my creation. However, I find no value in coerced
friendship. It's because everyone wants to be God that this world has
hurts. I value your freely given friendship so much that I would pro-
tect you from these hurts, but it wouldn't be fair unless I did this in-
discriminantly. I would end up having to put a stop to everything, in-
cluding you (you're as much a part of the human problem as everyone
else).
I love you too much to let you go, so I let these things happen, and
hope you'll take the opportunity to seek me out. Do you need help?
I've run to the ends of this world trying to help you, yet you chose to
keep running from me.
Job is one example of the choice you have. Did you read the
whole story? Maybe you missed the point: Job could have cursed me,
but he didn't. He shouted at me and complained, but he kept faith,
and kept talking to me — we're friends, see?
Bill, I'm tired of abused altar boys and all that too, but like you
said, people have minds of their own. I encourage people to use these
minds they have and wrestle with their faith in me: they use the criti-
cal capacity I blessed them with to search out just who I am and what
my ways are.
I engineered a plan that makes it possible for you to be my friend
with nothing between us. I lived through the worst suffering you
could dish out ~ I went through living hell for you! If you'd just stop
running away and let me hug you, we could be the closest of friends.
As for those people responsible for all the nasty things you de-
scribed, presumably reflecting my image: exactly who kissed and
screwed who?
Your friend,
"I Am"
Seminarian slams Fisher
for breach of confidence
DEAR EDITOR:
I am both concerned and
shocked at Professor Fisher's ac-
tions reported in the Cord (Jan.
25).
I have been both student and
faculty and I am disturbed by
Professor Fisher's actions
response to the 'anonymous'
comments of his Core E group. I
believe that the promise of
anonymity is a foundation of trust
invoked between the professor
and the students.
That a professor violated that
trust, no matter how much soul
searching he may have done,
angers and disgusts me. And I am
incensed that this should be fol-
lowed by threats against the aca-
demic future of those students.
No matter what the intention
of the bad reviews, no matter how
lightly the students treat the
evaluation process, there is no
justification for such a breach of
confidence! One violation of
anonymity ends the usefulness of
the evaluation process, not only
in Professor Fisher's courses, but
in the entire University. I expect
that the other University faculty
will speak out against his actions.
I am also concerned that the
students who caved in to this ter-
rorism are praised for acting
"very maturely". Praise them for
self-preservation, for being
cowed by the power wielded by
their professor, but let us not bap-
tize their action with the shield of
maturity.
I can remember when students
stood up to bullies. I can remem-
ber when no one could tyrannize
any group being called to task for
their actions. I can remember
wherf such a misuse of power and
position was a concern for all stu-
dents.
For Professor McCutcheon to
speak 1 of the sixties and the ad-
vances made there, only to deny
Keep on writing letters to the editor « the response
has been exceptional this year! Just remember: keep
'em under 400 words, and sign them with your name,
student number and phone number. Keep on truckin'!
them in the next breath, is per-
haps a sign of this generation. We
pay lip service to the sacrifices of
those that have gone before us.
We enjoy the freedoms for which
they struggled, but we forget the
principles that led them to strug-
gle in the first place. It was not to
give glowing references to
professors that we fought for
evaluations. Rather, it was to gain
the basic right of input into the
style, direction and goal of stu-
dent's education.
To destroy the trust upon
which this victory was built and
then praise the maturity of the
students when they accede to the
loss of this right is perhaps the
greatest tragedy of all.
Rev. Bob Gmeindl
Lutheran Campus Ministry
WLU/UW
Reynolds' Wrap (LifeAsItReallyIs)
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LIFE IN HELL
BY MATT GROENING
Gender Issues
Commentary by Anthony Burke
There is a new kind of war occurring in our society. A war not
fought with firearms but with something equally destructive. It is a
battle of the sexes, not for equality but for domination.
On one side we can see cases of misogyny. Men who hate
women, men who abuse women, men who rape. But to label all men
as such would be to over simplify the problem. On the other hand
they are countered by equally hateful messages. A date rape poster
proclaims the message "Men: No Means No", branding all men
potential rapists; men were banned from some vigils for victims of
the slayings in Montreal as if they are incapable of feeling for the
women who died; the conception of a 'Women's Centre' over a
'Sexual Relations Centre'. All these disregard the problems men may
face and therefore do not strive for better relations between the sexes.
Stereotypes, positive or negative, affect everyone. The image of
men that is put forth by these individuals is degrading and ultimately
disruptive to positive gender relations. All men are not potential
rivals. Rape, date rape, physical and emotional abuse are all prob-
lems that both men and women face - the fact that one occurs more
often to women does not mean that we should ignore the other silent
pleas for help.
The media provides a clear example of this problem. It is accepted
in movies and television for men to be slapped or punched. Two talk
shows recently focused on men who had been physically and emo-
tionally abused. Their situations were greeted by laughter and insults
from the predominantly female audience ~ the men were called
"wimps" for taking the abuse. One woman, not comprehending the
emotional impact of even the softest of blows, questioned "Did she
weigh 300 pounds?".
There are no shelters for battered men; legislation regarding emo-
tional abuse has only been passed for women. When I found myself
in an abusive relationship there was no where for me to turn to; no
one whom I felt could understand. So, the problem remains.
The creation of a Women's Centre would never solve the prob-
lems between the sexes; it would only widen the rift already present.
A Sexual Relations Centre provides a service to both sexes and an av-
enue toward better relations and understanding.
Sexual Equality is not a game or a race. Consider your actions be-
fore we all end up losing.
WLUSU Vice-Presidential Platforms
Karen Gordon
Open Government. In my opinion
that is what is needed at WLU. What ex-
actly does this mean to me? Well, I be-
lieve that everyone has a right to know
what is going on with the Student Union.
To do this we need better organization —
this includes well planned meetings
(plenty of notice), BOD meetings which
are held in the PMC to promote access,
availability and participation on the part
of the students. Also, the minutes of the
BOD meetings should be posted outside
of the Info Centre so everyone can see
what is actually going on. Along these
lines, we should have posters and an-
nouncements in the Concourse outlining
"What happened at last week's BOD
meeting" and "WLUSU update", which
allows students to see what is actually
happening upstairs. Also, I would like to
see an increase in the number of open
forums in the Concourse, whereby the
executive and the BOD answer questions
directly to you, the students.
Personally, I am a second year His-
tory and Canadian Studies student. I
have been actively involved with
WLUSU as a Director. I was responsible
for organizing the Garage and Plant
Sales, to fund the Physically Challenged
Accessible Washrooms, and I am in the
process of organizing the Laurier
Awards. I am a member of the Bookstore
Committee, the Recital Hall Committee
and a representative on the Arts and
Science Council. Along with this I am a
member of TAMIAE, the Political
Science Club and the Waterbuffaloes.
Basically, my record should speak for it-
self in that I am quite capable and expe-
rienced to do the job of Executive Vice-
President.
I am in favour of many of the issues
on campus, I support women's issues,
environmental issues and I strongly be-
lieve in increased student participation in
many of the administration-based areas
of the school. This is our school, and we
should have a say in what goes on within
it.
If you would like to see changes and
increased access and availability, vote
KAREN GORDON for Executive Vice-
President.
Jason Guttman
"PUSHING FOR PROGRESS"
As Executive Vice-President my pri-
mary duty will be to manage the people
and operation of WLUSU on a daily
basis. No small task, but I would like to
ensure you that my past 2 years of in-
volvement has equipped me with the ex-
perience and necessary insight to accom-
plish this. To give you an idea, my in-
volvement includes: WLUSU's Univer-
sity Affair Co-ordinator (2 years), Inter
Residence Council, English Advisory
Council, Arts and Science Council, as
well as V.P. Finance for TAMIAE.
As an active participant in student
life I have seen much good take place,
like the addition of the banking machine
and the renovation of Wilf's and the Tur-
ret. I would like to continue these prog-
ressive changes.
Some of my ideas to continue for
progressive change include an expansion
of the recycling program. Did you know
that the Turret throws out each shot glass
after it has been used? Why not recycle?
Small steps can be made. I would like to
see a better and larger spread recycling
program implemented ~ I will push the
administration to become more environ-
mentally responsible.
To continue on the note of responsi-
bility, the time has come when this Uni-
versity needs a 'Student Crisis Centre'.
This centre would be accessible to all
students. It would provide peer counsell-
ing, rape counselling, and better integra-
tion of the present health and safety ser-
vices available. And on the note of
safety, I feel strongly about the
availability of a 'safety van' for the
benefit of the student body. Accessibility
and better lighting are again areas which
require improvement on our campus. I
want to ensure that these issues are dealt
with.
As a candidate in the upcoming elec-
tions on February 7th, I think that I pro-
vide the necessary skills and experience
to ensure that a progressive change con-
tinues. Please participate - vote on Feb-
ruary 7 th.
VOTE: JASON GUTTMAN» V.P. EX-
ECUTIVE
J. Tyler Leatherland V-P: University Affairs (acclaimed)
This year as Director of the Legal
Resource Centre, I have learned a lot. I
have learned a lot about dealing with
people. I intend to improve on this next
year. I believe that dealing with people is
an important part of the learning process.
That is why I chose to run for Vice-
President: University Affairs. I want to
deal with the people who can help make
Laurier and the community a better place
to live.
As Director of the LRC, I have got-
ten a feeling of the problems associated
with students living in the community.
Namely this problem is alienation. It is
the alienation students feel from the
community and the community's fear of
the students. What is needed I believe is
a continuation of a new feeling of open-
ness with the community. This should
come about by making students aware of
their responsibility to the community. It
should also help ease the community's
uneasiness of a student's transient life-
style.
One of the concerns that have come
about more evidently this year is gender
relations problems. I support the com-
mittee for action against assault to ad-
dress these problems. Some of the solu-
tions talked about include the formation
of a Gender Relations Centre. It has been
suggested this take the place of the
Safety and Equality Commission. I am in
support of this and would welcome it as
a well needed addition to the department.
Change is good, but not always
needed. As I said I enjoy dealing with
people and I work for you. If you have
any concern, problems or something that
you would like to see done, I would like
to hear from you! Most of all I would
like your support throughout the year.
-comment
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BE PART OF NEXT YEAR'S
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Francis Reilly
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Welcome to the ultimate frontier! This
position has it all. In brief the Ad Man-
ager is responsible for all advertising in
the Student Publications (WLUer, Black
Book, Desk Blotter, Cord Weekly). Once
hired the Ad Manager must take office in
the beginning of the Summer in order to
sell, produce and layout all advertising in
the Summer Publications. Sound busy?
In reality the summer is very laid back
and 9 to 5 restrictions do not apply. Once
September comes around the Ad Man-
ager is responsible for hiring a sales
staff, and an ad production staff. Once
the staff is hired the position consists of
motivating and managing your staff to
produce record sales and attractive, ef-
fective ads. (Which in my case was very
easy because of the excellent staff I was
blessed with). Managing is only part of
the responsibility though, the Ad Man-
ager must also meet with local
businesses and outline the benefits of ac-
cessing the student market through effec-
tive advertising strategies. An ad man-
ager can spend from 20 to 35 hours a
week doing just this while juggling full
time status in school, but the experience
is invaluable. One of the biggest assets
that a future Ad Manager could have is a
really great sense of humour, and the
ability to meet deadlines. The benefits
are endless and besides a nice commis-
sion on ads sold, a parking space and a
large office, you walk away from the job
with experiences and friendships that
will last a lifetime. Thanks WLUSP for a
fantastic year.
Michael Myc
SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
What's it like being the systems tech-
nician for WLUSP? To start I'm a de-
partment head of a department consisting
of one person. Needless to say I don't
get much help from my minions to clean
up when the Cord clogs up my hardware
with their trash. My job is really just to
keep the WLUSP Network system
functioning (update and upgrade the
software), and make sure it will continue
doing so in the future. The job requires
about 600 hours a week right now with a
$400 pittance attached, but the more I
leam the easier it becomes to do my job
(hopefully I'll soon be down to the 6
hours a week they told me it would be).
Because I've just started I'm still learn-
ing and still meeting everyone. I must
compliment the people up here, so far
they seem to be a very Cord-ial, polite
group (except Bill).
Brad Jandrew
ADVERTISING PRODUCTION
MANAGER
Ad production manager, what's this
position all about? In a nutshell you are
responsible for putting together the ads
to be printed each week in the Cord. Get-
ting ad's done each week takes about 12-
15 hrs when everything goes according
to schedule-which is just about never.
Organization is the name of the game
and you're at the mercy of ad copy arriv-
ing on time. Sat, Sun and Monday's are
the busiest times which effectively
throws a monkey wrench into your
weekends. If your interested in Market-
ing or just want to get involved at
Laurier Ad Production Manager is a
great experience. Despite the deadlines
and astounding pay, working around the
Cord is a good time and I encourage any-
one interested to go for it!
Thomas Szeibel
GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNICIAN
This position is ideal for the anti-
social type. Not only are your fellow
photo technicians locked away in their
darkroom, but you have your own little
cell to retreat to. Of course there are al-
ways other Cordies around to dump
cartoons, ads, and photos on you to
reproduce in a printable format, using
the graphic arts camera. Reproduction
may involve special effects such as en-
largements, reductions, and (ooh ah!)
reversals.
The graphic arts technician is a vital
link in the production chain, and while
everyone
will compliment you on your
impeccable work, the truth is that
graphics are easy to learn and not too
difficult to master. It's an easy way to
make $350 and consume mass quantities
of a Cordie's staple diet — free pizza and
pop!
Etta Di Leo, Martha Coburn
UT&T MANAGERS
Ah yes, the fun of being manager!
Come run UT&T and learn how to run a
business, supervise employees and deal
with customers! This job is a great expe-
rience which offers lots of challenges
and looks great on a resume! THe UT&T
Manager is responsible for co-ordinating
all the outside typesetting work for
WLUSP. This includes everything from
resumes and posters to pamphlets and
flyers. We cover the needs of all students
Come up to the WLUSP Offices,
second floor of the S.U.B. and fill out
an application. Deadline's March 2,
so get shakin'!
and faculty on campus as well as some
outside businesses too. It's also great for
learning to use a nifty computer system
and a chance to rub elbows with all the
cool dudes at the Cord, the Keystone
and on the Board of Directors (well, it
may not be that much fun with the
8.0.D.!) So if you've got 12 hours to
devote to office hours, come up and fill
out an application. This job holds loads
of fun, not to mention the feeling of
power you'll get everytime you tell
someone you are the manager!
Liza Sardi
PHOTO MANAGER
People that don't make it as Photo
Manager usually end up in one of those
other positions, E.1.C., News Editor, etc.
Not only do I get the biggest office
(larger than A 1 Strathdee's), unlimited
exposure to chemicals and access
to two
darkrooms, but I get to date Bill Needle.
As omnipotent Photo Manager I get
to boss around two photo technicians and
a graphic arts technician. I instruct
volunteer photographers on how to take
the unfocused pictures, waste film, and
hand it in late and use state-of-the art
equipment from the early 1930'5.
I also get to scoff all the best assign-
ments (THE THE next week!). I receive
unlimited fame and prestige when my
name is published in every issue of the
Cord Weekly.
Patrick J. Mitchell and
Howard Bellinger
PHOTO TECHNICIANS
As photo technicians it is our job to
do all the darkroom work for Student
Publications. We process film, contact
sheets and enlargements for the Cord
Weekly and Keystone.
Our jobs are very time consuming on
Monday and Tuesday but the rest of the
week is fairly quiet. It is on these days
our skills produce the dark, out of focus
and blurry pictures taken by our multi
talented photographers. With these pic-
tures we convince the section editors
what to use and hence, the 'good shots'
are never seen.
Tuesday night ends for us around 3
a.m. when we sleep and then it all starts
over again. Outside of the financial
rewards the best part of our job is work-
ing with Liza.
zuouCdn't you Cikg to be a pub6er too?
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THE CORD POSITIONS
Chris Starkey
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The EIC position at Student Publications
is a multi-faceted one. On any given day
you
could be a reporter, photographer,
stenographer, receptionist, conciliator,
teacher, babysitter, paper carrier and
turtle feeder.
Summer Publications Editor: When tak-
ing over May Ist, the EIC has approxi-
mately three months to find printers for,
compile data for, write, lay out, and ship
off the WLUer and the Desk Blotter. In
August, you prepare everything but the
numbers in the "Little Black Book",
which you squeeze together on the third
weekend in September. You are also
what's known as the "resource person"
for WLUSP in the summer, which means
taking messages and doing all of the jobs
that don't get done because no-one else
is around. Wage: Salaried (approx.
$8.00/hr. for a five-day 8:30-4:30 week)
Cord Weekly Editor: Starting Labour
Day, the Cord editor uses their writing,
training, editing, photography,
peacemaking and muckraking skills to
put out 26 issues of the WLU student
newspaper. Before April 30, you will
have been legally, ethically and morally
responsible for about 730 pages of news,
features, sports, comments and entertain-
ment. You must train, supervise and
keep up the spirits of about 50 pseudo-
volunteers, therefore people skills are a
must. Wage: Salaried (approx. $5.36
after deductions for a 50 hour week)
Elizabeth Chen
FEATURES EDITOR
When attempting to recruit
volunteers, the question I get asked most
often is: What are features? Well, they're
the long one, two, three, sometimes four
page articles that range from Culture at
Laurier to the Student World Games at
Sheffield, WLUSU election candidates
to AIDS Awareness, volunteering in K-
W to euthanasia. Features are whatever
the Features Editor decides they will be,
with input from Cord staff and current
events and issues.
Since space constraints are not a
problem in this section, features are a
creative outlet in terms of layout and de-
sign of the pages.
The Features Editor is directly
responsible to the E-I-C and also holds a
position on the Editorial Board.
Honourarium is $ but you don't do it
for the money, you do it because you
like stressing yourself out.
Jonathan Stover
NEWS EDITOR
The News Editor drives around in a
big car, lives in a cave and gets to be real
good pals with Kim Basinger.
Oops, sorry - that's Prince. The
News Editor is the one who, sort of like
Godot, never arrives at class because his
sleep schedule is screwed up bad.
What do you do? You think up story
ideas. You recruit writers. You write
stories. You do layout. All with the help
of the Associate News Editor, who is in-
valuable. You're in charge of the second
most important section in the paper (ad-
vertising is the first, for the very obvious
reason that it keeps us running) so be
ready for anything and afraid of nothing.
You're the truth teller and the forum for
commentary and opinion on important
issues. Both parts of the news section are
equally important. Both should disturb
plenty of shit if done right.
Sound easy? Sure — but if you want
to have a good news section, one that
you're going to be proud of, you're look-
ing at 35 to 40 hours a week, more than
half of those falling on Monday and
Tuesday. I'm not joking. But the time
will fly. Trust me.
The honouraria is $750. For 26
papers at, say, 35 hours a week, that
works out to about 78 cents an hour. But
you're not doing it for the money, or you
shouldn't be up here in the first place.
Good luck.
Anthony Burke
'SCENE' EDITOR
Upon obtaining this coveted position
the Scene editor is automatically present-
ed with his/her biggest responsibility
early in the work term. No it's not
making all of those neat contacts in the
Entertainment industry, nor is it scroung-
ing around for a loyal stable of writers.
Your all-important task is to decorate
your office with as many posters and
paraphernalia that wall space can pro-
vide. It's not easy but if you can manage
it then the job is yours.
Oh, there are a few other things you
have to do like write occasionally,
ensure events are covered, argue with
irate club owners over free tickets, try to
part with the free tapes given to you by
record companies so your writers have
something to do, and be a voice on the
Editorial Board.
You get paid too so you can go out
and buy more posters.
Keri Downs
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
The Associate News Editor works
closely with the News Editor to put the
news section out. This involves writing
lots o' stories, layout, headlines, cutlines,
bylines, taking pictures, and many other
thrills too numerous to mention.
As a member of the editorial board,
you get to contribute to the editorial cach
week, attend editorial board meeiings,
stay up to 4 a.m. some Wednesday
mornings, and even miss a majority of
your once important classes. You get to
recruit, train and supervise the writers to
ensure adequate news coverage of all
events. As the Associate News Editor,
you will spend about 25 hours a week in-
volved in various aspects of the job. You
too can soon become a Tuesday night in-
somniac.
As well, you get to work closely with
the illustrious News Editor, gaining
some of his eminent knowledge and ex-
perience and hopefully his position the
following year.
So if you're not afraid to speak out,
get heavily involved and commit your-
self, then don't miss this great op-
portunity to delve into Student Publica-
tions. The long hours and weekly chal-
lenges are worth it.
Brian Owen
SPORTS EDITOR
The action. The thrills. The
spills...yes it's SPORTS!!! What can be
more exhilarating than watching (and
writing about) a great game on the foot-
ball field, court or rink. If you know
what I am talking about, the job of
Sports Editor at the Cord is for you.
The position has many impressive
attractions, all of which I fell for when I
applied for this job one year ago. You
get into all of the sporting events here on
campus for free, and hey...nothing is
free in this world. You even get your
own virtually maintenance free office to
putter around in when you don't feel like
going to class. You also get to talk to all
of swell coaches and hang out with the
jocks who play. Neat university press
stuff and weekly stats of all of the great
athletes in the OUAA\OWIAA ends up
on your desk aw well. But wait there is
more. You even get paid for this great
vacation away from depressing school-
work. Yep, 750 big ones for the year's
work of editing, writing, organizing a
staff of writers and laying out the section
each week. In all, about twenty five
hours of your time. Plus you'll meet
some nice people working at the Cord
and maybe even become their friend if
they let you, not bad, .huh ?
Jana Watson
PRODUCTION MANAGER
The basic responsibility of a Production
Manager is to make sure that the layout
and pasteup of the paper goes smoothly.
This includes everything from laying out
the ads to making sure the copy is
straight on the page before it goes to the
printers.You must be willing to dedicate
about 30 hours a week, and Monday and
Tuesday nights are a complete write off.
You should be a fairly patient person, as
the production manager ends up taking
the bitching if everything isn't going
smoothly (however, you end up doing a
fair amount of bitching yourself, so it all
evens out).You'll have to work closely
with the section editors and the editor-in-
chief, so the ability to get along well in a
group environment is a must. A sense of
humour and the ability to work under
pressure really help you along. Not all is
bad, though, as the job is pretty fun, and
you get to yell at people and hide knives
and you get a nice new office (shared
with the Features Editor). A successful
Production Manager should also have an
affection for things cold, ie frozen chick-
ens, freezies, snow...
Karen Burke, Andrea Nasello,
Christine Yarwood
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
Remember back in kindergarten when
you used to have so much fun at cut and
paste? Now you can relive those days (or
regress into childhood if you want) by
becoming a production assistant at the
Cord. For a mere 7 to 10 hours every
Tuesday night, you can have FREE
PIZZA, free money, FREE PIZZA, free
politics, FREE PIZZA, free all-night
dance parties, FREE PIZZA, and a free
date with Bill Needle.
The Cord Weekly
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THEKEYSTONE POSITIONS
Patrick Brethour
KEYSTONE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Power. The power to fashion a 200+
page annual publication for the student
body. Sound like a challenge? You bet it
is
...
but a challenge well worth taking
on. Responsibility for theme, layout,
sales, promotions and administration of
the yearbook ultimately lies with you, as
Keystone Editor-in-Chief. Through your
section editors, Production Manager and
Sales Manager, you determine what the
1990 - 1991 Keystone will be. Previous
yearbook experience is a must, delega-
tion skills essential and patience, as al-
ways, a virtue. As a department head you
will report directly to the President of
Student Publications. With this challeng-
ing position comes the second highest
honouraria in Student Publications -
$200 per month, for eight months. Bes-
ides cash, you have access to the delights
of the Student Publications word pro-
cessing system (rumour has it that a laser
printing an essay gets ya an extra GP!).
Ready for a demanding position that will
leave you with a lasting sense of accom-
plishment? Apply for Keystone Editor-
in-Chief - today!
KEYSTONE ADVERTISING
CO-
Want solid sales experience? Then give
this position a try! Restructuring of the
Keystone ad section will make this posi-
tion particularly satisfying next year.
First, with a 10% commission on all
sales, besides the honouraria, the money
is very good. As always, the Student
Publications word processing system is
yours to use. And with your mandate to
coordinate with a national advertising
company, as well as to coordinate a staff
to sell local ads, your personal skills will
get a boost. If you're self-motivated and
a smooth salesperson - go for it!
Caroline Baskerville
KEYSTONE PRODUCTION
MANAGER
The primary duty of the Production
Manager contrary to popular belief is not
to fetch coffee for the E-I-C. Actually,
the Production Manager is second in
command to the Editor and is therefore
directly responsible for all the section
editors. On top of all this the Production
Manager must ensure that layout is done
properly and deadlines are met The re-
quirements for this position are previous
layout experience, efficiency, organiza-
tion, grace under pressure and above all
the ability to deal with all types of
people, no matter what their emotional
state. The perks are the wonderful Stu-
dent Pubs word processor and laser
printer as well as an honouraria of $500.
If the smell of money hasn't attracted
you then maybe the idea of meeting new
people (some are even sane), putting to-
gether a great publication and yes even
that little bit of power you have over the
section editors will. Ah! Keystone
there's no life like it!
KEYSTONE SPECIAL EVENTS
EDITOR
Here's a chance to go to all those social
events you've heard about, but never
seen. The Keystone Special Events
Editor ensures that events like the Boar's
Head Dinner, the Formal, Oktoberfest,
and any other hallmark events are cov-
ered in the Keystone. Within this gener-
al mandate, this Editor also will train and
supervise volunteer staff, while meeting
deadlines. The perks? A $400
honouraria, access to a world class word
processing system for essays, and a hell
of a fun atmosphere during your stay at
Student Pubs.
Elizabeth Leman
KEYSTONE SPORTS EDITOR
Keystone Sports Editor - at once the
most fun and most challenging section
editor position. With 40+ pages to fill,
you'll be collecting material starting in
September all the way to February.
Creativity is important, with layout expe-
rience being helpful. People skills are
also important, since you'll have to work
with volunteer layout and photo staff.
That pretty well defines the requirements
of the position - but what do you get in
return? A $400 honouraria, and once
again, access to the superlative XYWrite
word processing system are the most ob-
vious benefits. And don't forget this: a
chance to put your thoughts about
Laurier's teams into print. Although
some knowledge of Laurier sports and
layout is preferable, it is not essential. If
you enjoy working with and through
people, this position could be for you!
KEYSTONE ORIENTATION
EDITOR
If you're like me, you enjoyed Frosh
Week - a lot! Here's an opportunity to
relive the experience - as the Keystone
Orientation Editor. In this position,
you'll have responsibility for the
Orientation section of the yearbook
(probably the most creatively challeng-
ing section). Late in August, you'll meet
with the Keystone Editor-in-Chief to set
the content and theme of the Orientation
section. A $75 honouraria and again, use
of the Student Publications word pro-
cessing system, comes with this position.
If you're looking for an entry level posi-
tion in Student Publications, this job is
for you!
Martin Walker
KEYSTONE SALES MANAGER
Sales are hell! But it can be a lot of fun,
and very rewarding as well. This posi-
tion entails organizing the bookings in
the concourse and manning the tables to
sell the yearbooks. Not only do you try
and sell the previous year's yearbooks,
but you are also responsible for advance
sales of the current year's yearbooks.
You'll work with the Editor in various
ways, promoting the Keystone Year-
book around the university. With this
job comes an honourarium, the use of an
office and computer system...but most
importantly...a snazzy job title that looks
great on a resume, so what are you wait-
ing for. Fame is knocking at your door.
ANSWER IT!!
KEYSTONE COPY EDITOR
Here's a position that let's you see what
goes on at the Keystone and Student
Publications, without a big time commit-
ment. This position involves editing and
typesetting all copy - a definite sharpener
of those typing and grammar skills! Bes-
ides access to the most excellent Student
Pubs printing system, the Copy Editor
also receives a $200 honouraria. Another
excellent entry level position!
KEYSTONE RESIDENCE EDITOR
Responsibility for the entire residence
section falls into this Editor's hands. As
Residence Editor, you'll be coordinating
residence photos, and the composition of
the residence section. Previous experi-
ence with yearbooks is helpful, but not
mandatory for this section. With this
position comes a $300 honouraria and a
chance to hone your people skills. Come
one, come all!
THE CORD CONTINUED
Roxanne Chartrand
CIRCULATION AND FILING
MANAGER
this feature was brought to you by the letters Sand P and the number 30
The responsibilities of a Circulation
and Filing Manager are the following:
1.) You must browse through the papers
the Cord receives from other univer-
sities throughout Canada and file them in
their appropriate slots; 2.) You must
send copies of the Cord to those univer-
sities that send their paper to us; and 3.)
You must distribute the Cord around the
school on Thursdays.
The honouraria classification for this
position is $200.
If you like reading newspapers and
don't mind getting a little bit of ink on
your hands, this job's for you. The
people up at the Cord are balls of fun
and the atmosphere is great.
If you want to get involved at the
Cord, come and work as Circulation and
Filing Manager.
Anoushka Boteju
CLASSIFIEDS CO-ORDINATOR
The Cord Classifieds co-ordinator must
be the luckiest person working at the
Cord. Not only do they get a whole page
of the paper to themselves but they also
get to call their own shots. For about 8
hours a week and $200 a year, they type
up and layout their section for printing
and get to meet all the other wonderful
people that work at the Cord, so apply
today! Make a difference. GET IN-
VOLVED!
Guy Etherington, Robin Sutherland
COPY EDITORS
As a copy editor, one is responsible
for ensuring that all sections of the news-
paper are free of errors before being sent
to the printer. This entails reviewing
each article on the computer for gram-
matical, typographical, and spelling er-
rors as well as editing the revised and
corrected copy on flats once they
have
been designed. The bulk of this work is
done on production night, Tuesday. In
addition, the Copy Editor is expected to
report to the office on Tuesday afternoon
to edit any articles that, by some quirk
of
fate, have been completed by that time.
In all, one will work approximately
seven to eight long but fun hours on any
given Tuesday depending upon the size
of the paper that week. Payment
for the
year is $300.
The Cord Weekly
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Fever heats up drug war
Jana Watson
Campus News
The
thin man sits lean-
ing slightly forward in
his chair, his black hair
tousled and moussed; a
face carved deep with ex-
perience wore the expres-
sion of a person who has
done these interviews and
spun his rhetoric countless
times.
"I'm not some sort of Puritan,
I'm not here to judge people -
just to make them think about
things they're doing."
The man is Steve Fever, a
self-proclaimed one-man corpora-
tion who's business is anti self-
abuse awareness. He's a
singer/songwriter from New York
(home base now in Toronto)
who's entire repertoire consists of
songs
related to drugs and al-
cohol.
No stranger to the music
scene, Fever is a graduate of Dal-
housie University music faculty,
and has toured extensively with
the Russian Bolshoi Ballet.
Recently, Fever has been experi-
menting in the areas of electric
and acoustic guitar music.
Fever played to sporadic
crowds in the concourse at noon
on Friday, then later in the
afternoon at Wilf's. Brought to
Laurier by Bacchus, the BSA and
the Safety and Equality Commis-
sion, Fever was first noticed at a
Bacchus Conference in the sum-
mer attended by Peter Hencher,
Stuart Lewis and Sean Martell.
Lewis said that Fever comes
across well because "he's just an
average guy" and added that if his
message reaches just a few
people then it would be success-
ful. The performance was part of
a week of activities which related
to alcohol awareness, said Lewis,
citing the Molson Speakeasy, the
Ministry of Transportation Game
set up in the concourse, and the
Bigilow Tea Presentation in
Wilf's.
Fever (no relation to Johnny)
has been playing the univer-
sity/high school/prison circuit for
about two years now, in an at-
tempt to fight what he calls the
role that advertising has played in
the "unjust indoctrination" of the
masses ~ ad campaigns geared to
a young target audience.
These people see the commer-
cials and begin to believe that the
good time that the people in them
are having will be true for them
as well, if they too drink the same
beer or wine. They go to a bar,
believing that they'll have a good
time. When it doesn't happen the
drinkers' experience feelings of
inadequacy ultimately leading to
more drinking in order to "drown
their sorrows". The feelings of in-
adequacy eventually turn into
anger which, according to Fever,
produce the "macho routine of
getting into a fight or a car". It is
this perpetual cycle that Fever
would like to see come to an end.
Fever's journey into greater
self-awareness started about two
years ago when a colleague of his
died from a heroin overdose. The
man wasn't a close friend but it
affected him in a very cold way; a
way that made him want to help
others avoid the same mistake.
The U.S. Government's "War
on Drugs" is another mistake as
far as Fever is concerned. "A war
on drugs is a war on people, on
children. It's like draining the At-
lantic when the Titanic went
down. It's not a solution, and
taken literally you end up with
something like Panama."
Sean Martell, Director of Bac-
chus, was pleased with the recep-
tion in Wilf's, and mentioned that
it was unfortunate that Fever
broke a string while playing in
the concourse. "He broke a string
on his guitar at 1:20, right when
everyone was coming out of class
and would have stopped to listen
to him."
The performance was in keep-
ing with the attitude of Bacchus,
said Martell, not hard line, and
not preaching, just increasing
awareness.
Steve Fever's philosophy with
regards to his attack on drugs is
straight forward: "If you don't
speak out against drugs, then you
might as well be for them, since
your silence implies approval".
Bacchus provided a venue for
Fever's message to be heard and,
hopefully, heeded.
Tony Burke, Photo
THE SCENE AT A GLANCE
It's a man's world
Where she's forced to live
But it's her world
In herfantasy where shepacks a gun
She lines 'em up and mows 'em down
everyone
Idiot Savant
CURRENT NEWS
Clive Barker's epic horror
Nightbreed. based on his bes-
tselling novel Cabal, opens across
North America February 16. The
film features acclaimed film
director David Cronenberg ("The
Fly", "Dead Ringers") in his first
starring role.
EVENTS
Waterloo Showtime presents the
Jubilation! Dance Company
from Brooklyn on Thursday Feb-
ruary 15th at U of W's
Humanities Theatre. Drawing it's
inspiration from the Afro-
American cultural experiences,
Jubilation!'s mission is to be an
organization which inspires and
supports individuals in realizing
their potential and to provide
audiences with a thought-
provoking and uplifting experi-
ence. Tickets are $20.50 for
adults and $18.50 for seniors and
students.
CONCERTED ACTION
Crash Vegas with guests Tall
Tales and True will appear at the
Bombshelter February 9.
The The will be appearing at
Federation Hall February 12.
The Centre in the Square will be
presenting Ken Hill's Phantom
of the Opera February 13 and 14
Hamilton punk (?) musicians (?)
The Forgotten Rebels and The
Wet Spots play at U of W Febru-
ary 16.
Tom Cochrane and Red Rider
at the Twist February 21.
Savant return to Wilf's
Sequestered deep
in
WLU's Liaison office,
Drew Ness contemplates
how his relationship with
his co-workers will change
after this weekend's ap-
pearance of Idiot Savant
at Wilf's.
"I love working here -- kid-
ding around with Doctor Weir
and everyone -- but I don't know
if they'll be able to accept me
when I put on my black boots and
go on stage."
Ness' alter-ego is the bassist
for Laurier alumni rock band
Idiot Savant, a group perched be-
tween a weekend hobby and full-
fledged status as struggling Cana-
dian musicians.
Saturday's gig is Idiot
Savant's first on-stage per-
formance since June, when the
band's direction, Ness says,
reached a low point.
"We were all experiencing
growing pains. Everyone had a
different idea of where they
wanted to go musically but none
of them ever became reality."
Finally, in January Drew de-
cided to take on management of
the band as a personal project
proclaiming "it's time to go".
Now, three years after Idiot
Savant was conceived on
Laurier's Talent Night stage, they
return to their roots before
venturing forth into the
debauchery of the London and
Toronto club scene.
"Formed to win" that fabled
competition, Idiot Savant is com-
prised of five individuals
christened in the WLU music fac-
ulty. With guitarist Dale Han-
cocks, singer/songwriter Andrew
Tibbets, drummer Anthony
Bender, and Andrea McColeman,
the chick on keyboards ("it's an
in-joke — you have to have a
token female") Ness says that
there is a strong bond in the
group
which serves to unite them
emotionally and musically: "put
the five of us together and it just
happens".
Their music betrays this feel-
ing. Idiot Savant is more than just
a vehicle for Tibbetts' composi-
tions; each of the band members
find their own equal voice in the
arrangements. From the strong,
funky bass line in "Weight" to the
smooth guitar/keyboard interplay
in "Man's World" it is clear that
they are all talented musicians
with their own message to pro-
ject.
Ness maintains that Idiot
Savant's live show can never be
captured on record, and I tend to
agree. Their demo tape displays
energy
Tony Burke
Campus News
The Cord Weekly
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The Housemartins resurrected in new band
Winnipeg, Manitoba -- what
can you say about it? It's cold
and it's flat. However 'peg
quintet Monuments Galore's self-
titled LP makes for some of the
best news to come out of the pro-
vince since Louis Riel and his
band of rebellers fought it out
with the Redcoats.
The album was overseen by
REM's producer Mitch Easter.
It's a smooth piece of work that
still manages to capture the
band's noisy style. Originally a
punk-ska band the Monuments
have let the homs fade away in
favour of a louder more guitar-
oriented sound.
This is great commercially ac-
ceptable rock n' roll. I hope to
Bill Needle that it's not going to
be labelled alternative just be-
cause the label is not so well
known. The Tragically Hip have
broken out of this pigeon hole
and hopefully Monuments Galore
will too. It's Canadian
homegrown without the hair
spray or the fireworks.
The group's first major single
"Sometimes I Wonder" rocks
hard and true. It has got harmony
and lyrics that don't come out to
"bug ya" about apartheid, nuclear
war or anything on the large
scale. They deal with personal
stuff --yeah, that's it, good stuff!
Monuments Galore are cur-
rently on tour and passed through
U of W's Bombshelter last
month. It's a pity that I missed
them because I would have liked
to have bought them all a rye and
coke for a job well done. I
wonder if I can send chili dogs by
mail?
- James Neilson
Welcome to the Beautiful *
South
The Beautiful South
Polygram Records
When the Housemartins broke
up in 1989 a vibrant musical
force seemed lost forever. Fans
waited impatiently for the mem-
bers to find new avenues for their
talent. Bassist Norm Cook
released a house song with the
help of Billy Bragg (it all seems
like a passing nightmare now) but
nothing which captured the wit
and energy of the Housemartins
appeared to be surfacing. That is,
until now.
Finally the much promised
project from Housemartins'
vocalist Paul Heaton and drum-
mer/vocalist Dave Hemingway
has surfaced. The Beautiful South
contains all of the sarcastic
humour Heaton's lyrics were
famous for but without the
Socialist political overtones.
The new material focuses on
personal politics and the struggles
of musicians with integrity in a
vain pop world. The first single
"Song For Whoever" is an attack
on singers like Cliff Richard who
have a song named for every
woman's name in the book; un-
fortunately, the narrator in this
track cannot remember her name.
"I Love You (But You're
Boring)" follows in the same
vein.
There is more here than stabs
at the material world. Heaton
brings his love for Gospel music
to the fore in "Sail This Ship
Alone". Although it is an un-
customary love song for Heaton,
his staggering vocals more than
make up for this assay into pop
mediocrity. Beyond the vocal
talents of Heaton and Hemingway
and the non-member Pete Wing-
field's incredible piano work, the
other members of the band mere-
ly fade into the background.
The Housemartins
may be
long gone but if we must
accept
The Beautiful South as a replace-
ment, they are more than ade-
quate at filling their shoes.
- Tony Burke
Intolerance
Grant Hart
SST Records
Grant Hart, the ex drummer,
singer and junkie of the defunct
post-punk band Husker Du, has
finally released his first solo al-
bum. Husker Du was a raw,
angst-ridden and emotional band
but on his own album it seems
that Grant Hart has, to some ex-
tent, escaped from the bad scene
Husker Du had reverted to.
The album has very positive
feeling surrounding it; there are
no death smells here. Songs such
as "2541" and "Now That You
Know Me" indicate that Hart
seems to have a new view on not
only life in general but his own
life. The album is tough to de-
scribe and hard to pigeon hole but
the songs vary from hard edged
rock to country twangs and piano
numbers; they are subdued elec-
trified songs but they manage to
sound more melodic than Husker
Du.
j
Hart produce the album and
having full control over it enabled
Hart to showcase an entire record
of his song writing skills;and
talents. Yet, he does not take? full
advantage of the opportunity;
there is a lot, and I mean a kit, of
filler material.
I wanted to say that j this
record is brilliant and great] and
while it is at times, overall: it is
very uneven. I wanted
to say that
Hart had escaped Husker Du and
had, as a result, become a great
semi-pop song writer. But I can't.
All I can say is that Grant Hart is
pretty mediocre.
■ Guy Etherington
Monuments Galore
Monuments Galore
BMG Records
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￿WANTED*
Sincere people
seeking meaning-
ful relationships
4 valuable exp,
growth, & fun
in all kinds
ofpositions.
Canada's Wonderland is now hiring for respon-
sible positions in FINANCE,ADMINISTRATION,
MERCHANDISE,COMMUNICATIONS,SECUR-
ITY, MARKETING, FOOD SERVICES, and
other career-building opportunities. Benefits
include valuable business training, competitive
wages with overtime, bonus, and promotion
potential, complimentary passes for family or
friends, convenient GO BUS service from York
Mills and Yorkdale stations, employee dances,
barbecues, parties, and fun fun fun! Become
a part of a dedicated team and develop
marketable skills. Apply at the Park now. No
appointment needed. Don't miss out on the
summertime of your life.
C ANAPA'S)
WONDERLAND
(416) 832-7000. Canada's Wonderland laan equal opportunity employer.
"® Registered TVade Mark of Canada's Wonderland Inc.
® Copyright Canada's Wonderland Inc., 1900
Jncr®B
Flower & Gift Shop 5
65 University Avenue East, Waterloo j
112 (In thte Valdi/Tim Horton Plaza) <885-2180
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WE APPRECIATE THAT STUDENTS HAVE TO
_[ STRETCH
THEIR DOLLARS AS FAR AS POSSIBLE AND
1 THEREFORE
Petals & Pots Does
! NotRaise Its Prices
On Valentines day!
LONG STEM pp $21.00 dozen
ROSES boxed \ J assorted colours
MORE SWEETHEART SUGGESTIONS AT OUR
| EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
SWEETHEART ROSES $u.OO dozen
CUT CARNATIONS $7,00
3 LONG STEM ROSES $12.49
(in vase)
BABY'S BREATH $1.50
delivery in (Kitchener/Waterloo) $3.00 per del
IIFLIUM FILLED $3.99 each
SWEETHEART ARRANGEMENT $29.88
(including long lasting flowers + plush valentine bear)
SPRING BUNCHES
including 2 tulips 2 daffedils, 2 iris $3.19
BUNCH
PHdNE ORDERS GLADLY ACCEPTED
WITH 2piii
Please order early.Quantaties are limited.
Special VALENTINE HOURS. OPEN
MON.TUES.WED. 8:30a.m- 9:00P.M.
LSAT
GMAT
Prep courses
for:
LSAT
JUNE 11/90
GMAT
MARCH 17/90
Call:
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
or
1.800-387-5519
A Threnody for Bhagwan
EX-MACHINA
by Roy Ellis
I
knew these two
people. They lived in a
third floor apartment in
La Basse Ville, Quebec
City. He was wild and not
handsome but very in-
telligent. His best friends
thought he was arrogant.
She was small and pretty -
maybe twenty-three or so.
She had a wonderful smile
and always smelled like a
bar of soap.
They were Sannyasin - fol-
lowers of the Indian master Bhag-
wan Shree Rajneesh. He'd in-
tensely studied Bhagwan's phi-
losophy and became aware of its
truth. They met and fell in love
one summer at an outdoor jazz
festival. He taught her the way of
love - the way of the Sannyasin.
Together they worshipped Bhag-
wan's wisdom and wore a picture
of him in a mala around their
necks. When not walking around
the apartment nude they wore the
"sunrise colours" of red and
bright orange.
Every month or so they drove
the long bare highway to
Montreal for a Sannyasin retreat.
She never liked these retreats be-
cause he would end up in bed
with other women. You see,
Bhagwan's idea was that people
needed to throw off the baggage
of Western social custom. Part of
this philosophy was sexual free-
dom. He found this liberty ex-
hilarating, and tried to convince
her that they should be able to
"love" other people with out feel-
ing bitter and jealous about it.
He didn't understand she
loved him more than anything in
the world. She couldn't love any-
one else - not even for one night.
Afraid that he would leave if she
expressed her anger and feelings
of betrayal, she allowed him this
luxury. She concentrated extra
hard on her Kundalini meditation.
Blindfolded and isolated in their
room she beat a pillow until her
arms were bruised. She tried to
love Bhagwan more than she
loved him but it was useless.
This went on for a couple of
years. He became obsessed with
the cultic aspects of the San-
nyasin faith. On the cold weekend
mornings in the fall he would
take her out to the mountains to
■ pick psilocybic mushrooms. He
dried them in the oven and took
them before his daily meditation.
She'd come home after work and
: find him naked and catatonic be-
fore a little shrine. Often he
wouldn't respond to her voice or
recognize her face.
She worked desperately to
draw him near. She took on a
ceremonial name, and kept active
in the local Sannyasin group. At
night she would anoint his body
with kisses - and secretly she had
wished to get pregnant. This
would bind them, she thought.
And so she quit the pill.
Of course it happened. And
when she told him, he was utterly
resentful and cried deeply into the
night. She knew he was not
crying because of their baby but
because he was afraid to tell her
he was going to leave her.
Without a word she packed her
things, and took a hundred dollars
out of the money jar. When he
woke the next morning she was
gone.
He convinced himself that she
had never really experienced the
emancipation of a Sannyasin.
This was why she had been so
frail at heart. He began looking
for a new lover - someone who
wanted freedom more than com-
mitment. He brought home a lot
of Sannyasin women but none
satisfied him. Once he exhausted
the local group he began to cruise
the bars. Without even noticing it
he began to change. He spent
less time before the shrine, and
forgot to wear his mala some-
times. Empty wine bottles filled
his closet. And he began to take
the mushrooms for no reason - to
quell the boredom. Occasionally
he thought of her. Wondered if
she would come back. Not that it
mattered.
Then one day he got a phone
call. It was the Montreal group
-
they had terrible news. Bhag-
wan's closest followers had fled
the Ashram in Oregon taking
with them the Sannyasin bank ac-
count. But worse than that, Bhag-
wan was himself being deported
back to India. He was crushed.
How could they betray Bhagwan?
Instantly weakened he lay down
on his bed. How could they
betray him?
His breath came shallow. He
held his palms over his shivering
heart. It seemed to him that his
chest was collapsing. Not only his
chest but somehow the room - as
if the sky had come unhinged and
was crushing the apartment from
above. Sobbing and clutching
himself in fear he felt a terrorand
emptiness pouring into his rib
cage. Twisting his head toward
the shrine he strained through
tears to focus on his master's
face. But then he turned away.
Bhagwan had never claimed to be
a savior. He resisted the urge to
cry out to God.
And then he remembered the
one person who would have
cradled him and kissed the empti-
ness away. And as he tried to
visualize her face his breath
sucked up short. The child! - his
child! He'd not even considered
his child. How cruel and selfish.
Had he learned nothing? He had
betrayed Bhagwan, he had
betrayed her, and worst of all he
had betrayed a child. His child.
All was betrayal as he escaped
into unconsciousness.
When he woke up, several
days and nights had passed. The
radio was reporting that the IRS
had detained Bhagwan Shree Raj-
neesh at the airport under
suspicion of massive tax evasion.
He clicked off the voice. The
apartment was cold and silent.
This is how Rajneesh would look at you when he was in a
decisive mood.
-THE SCENE
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33 University Ave E Waterloo, Ontario
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y
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_
Ingredients: Pepperoni, mushrooms, green ■
N AV IT
\
PANZEROTTI $3.50 \
onions, olives, bacon, anchovies, tomatoes.
X
Ex,ra " ems $40
y pineapple hot peppers, sausage,
ham.
nights 74fi-41 111
EAT-IN •DRIVE-THRU •TAKE-OUT 112 111
that seems restricted and cold. It is an experience comparable to
"watching" television with your eyes closed — you get the dialogue
but miss the images associated with it.
With music that is complicated and original and lyrics both
provocative and intelligent (dealing with women who misguidedly
feel that they are too fat, Americaholic's, and Jung's theory of the
collective unconscious) Idiot Savant still continue to struggle for that
ideal sound and perfection that appears to be eluding them.
Ness has no misgivings about returning to play at a university that
seems to be wary of original music. "The people who go to the Turret
would probably hate us -- they go there to dance and pick each other
up. But the new WilFs is great. It's a perfect venue
for the kind of
thing we do".
From Saturday night Idiot Savant move on to other towns and a
shot at video stardom -- with help from Ness' film-maker brother.
They want to move on and be successful but not at the cost of "selling
their souls" to record companies. When they make it they'll get there
with talent, ingenuity, and integrity.
Dining out with FYC
Immersed
as we are in
this vi eo age, we
have the opportunity to
see concerts on our own
home TV screen which we
may have otherwise
missed. But the ad-
vantages of comfort and
price are seriously cutting
into the live concert
market and there may
come a day when full tour-
ing is a thing of the past.
The recent release of a
concert film by England's
Fine Young Cannibals
serves to prove how video
fails to capture the true
meaning of a "live" per-
formance.
A bastard son of the video
medium, the Cannibals achieved
the huge success from their top-
selling LP The Raw And The
Cooked through constant video
air play before the idea of touring
was even approached. The impact
of video on the band can be plain-
ly observed as each of the songs
are individually treated to dif-
ferent effects and filters in an at-
tempt to interpret the music into
film.
Unfortunately this approach
detracts from the whole feel of
the live show. How are we to ap-
preciate the group's on-stage ap-
peal when, as in "Don't Look
Back", we are barraged by scenes
coming at us in strobe-light speed
and then to switch to a hazy black
and white filtered view of "Funny
How Love Is"?
As in the live arena, a band on
film should stand or fall on it's
own merits. Even a solitary, un-
moving figure can appear excit-
ing when employing an array of
camera angles. Put that together
with choreographed dance ac-
companiment and the bizarre
antics of guitarist Andy Cox and
bassist David Steele, the concert
could look like the event of a
lifetime. It is far from that.
The songs showcased on this
seventy minute production (yes, it
was the enure concert) are quality
performances. From the opening
trumpet solo of "Johnny Come
Home" to the infectious guitar
and drum beat of "She Drives Me
Crazy", the band was in fine
form. How could they not be?
After all, the Cannibals consisted
of a thirteen piece unit on stage,
drowning out the contributions of
the group's core members; the
lush synthesizer arrangements
rendered Andy Cox and David
Steele almost obsolete.
It was simplicity thai
managed to save the show.
Roland Gift, backed only by con-
cert openers the Mint Juleps, pro-
vided an inspired version of the
Temptations' "My Girl" that
proved to be the one ingredient
that made the whole film seem
complete.
I was present when the Can-
nibals brought their entourage to
the Kingswood Music Theatre in
September, and I was treated to
exactly the same show - the
songs, the movements, and the
between-song anecdotes. I
thought, at the time drenched by
Hurricane Hugo, that my dis-
satisfaction with the concert
stemmed from the environment.
It was really because the Can-
nibals- had just become very
boring to experience live.
And "experience" is the oper-
ative word to use when discuss-
ing concerts. It is more than
watching the band play their best
songs; it is being there to revel in
the same energy as the band on
stage is feeding off. No amount
of video technology can replace
that.
Tony Burke Video
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What are they really saying?
Mike Shirley
Musical Rhetoric
As
voices of our genera-
tion, rock musicians
are a misinterpreted
bunch. To the layperson,
most rock lyrics seem like
puerile twaddle. But those
seemingly endeless allu-
sions to sex, those cliched
lines, those throwaway
rhymes are merely
smokescreens -- literary
devices, if you will -- dis-
guising deeper, hidden
themes.
The great ones make it seem
so easy, don't they? And it
doesn't stop at lyrics. Our modern
day Byrons and Shelleys are so
adept at this verbal shorthand in
interviews that virtually any
quote from a rock star can seem,
well, cryptic.
Keeping this in mind, here's a
list of favourite patterned inter-
view responses and their true
meanings:
"I was classically trained."
I can name the strings on my gui-
tar.
"Touring is a great way for us
to stay in touch with our fans."
Touring pays off our advance.
"Our stage show is theatrical."
We use dry ice.
"(In our last video) we tried to
project a street-wise attitude."
We wore leather jackets.
"The new album is a return to
our roots."
The last album stiffed.
"I don't have all of the answers.
I just try to ask the right ques-
tions."
My lyrics are hopelessly
pretentious.
"This album captures the band
live."
We turned up the guitars.
"We're becoming a lot more
politically aware."
We want to sell as many records
as Peter Gabriel.
"I try to play tasteful solos."
I can't play very fast.
"I have nothing against com-
mercial endorsements, but
they're not for me."
No-one's asked me.
"I like to leave my songs open
to interpretation; they mean
different things to different
people."
I was high when I wrote it.
"This album requires more
than a single listening."
There isn't a decent song in the
bunch.
"Our audience is pretty
diverse; people of all ages come
to our shows."
Our groupies are butt-ugly.
"(By playing benefits), I'm just
trying to give something back."
My managerBruce Allen thought
it would buy me some credibility.
Where are David + David?
by Mark Pivon
FLASH BACK
In
late 1986, critics
were hailing an in-
novative duo, David
Ricketts and David Baer-
wald, for their solid
musicianship. Their debut
album Boomtown and hit
single of the same name,
showed that David and
David weren't about to
disappoint anyone.
Now, whether the pair broke
up to pursue different careers, or
whether they're writing sound-
tracks together for beer commer-
cials, I don't know. It's as if they
literally dropped off the face of
the earth.
That's too bad.
Their music had a pleasant
blend of thoughtful lyrics and
down-to-earth rock. A very un-
typical band for our generation,
David and David wrote about
everything spanning love, drug
abuse on "Boomtown", growing
up and losing your identity on
"Swallowed by the Cracks", and
even wife beating on their second
minor single "Ain't so Easy".
They were a band that proved you
can still be a rock musician and
maintain integrity.
And all the vocals and instru-
ments on the album were handled
by the pair. This spans past the
mediocre guitars and drums;
David and David also manage to
experiment with dobro, lap steel
guitar, mandolin, keyboards,
harmonica, and a bevy of others
to satisfy even the most dis-
criminating audiophile.
After reading the liner notes,
you can also recognize one (or
maybe more) backup vocalists
like Toni Childs. Childs went on
to a solo career a couple of years
back, and was on heavy rotation
on Much Music for a short time
with her single and video for
"Don't Walk Away".
About two years ago, David
and David were on the Global
Satellite Network, a weekly radio
program that interviews bands
and allows listeners a chance to
phone in and ask the artist per-
sonal questions. If I remember
correctly, they hinted at a second
album in the works; by this time,
they should have created a com-
plete symphony.
Then again, I thought that the
beer commercial themes really
did sound kind of familiar.
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SPORTS
Laurier Hockey Hawks win Thursday over U of W foes...
By Leslie Lamers
CORD WEEKLY
inside:
B-Ball split weekend action
Men's Volleyball victorious
trivia
upcoming:
tonight:
Hawkey vs. York
Saturday:
Basketball vs. Waterloo
Gloating rights for top spot in
the OUAA Hockey West were
left a little undecided over
weekend action between the
Waterloo Warriors and the Haw-
key Hawks. Although Laurier
remains in first place in the divi-
sion with a 16-3-1 record, Water-
loo matched the Golden Hawks
big 4-2 win on Thursday at the
bubble with a 6-5 nail-biter on
Sunday at Columbia Ice Fields.
The teams may have to wait until
the OUAA finals to settle the
battle of the rankings. Currently,
Waterloo still leads Laurier in the
CIAU rankings at third spot
while the we stand at sixth.
LAURIER 4 WATERLOO 2
With the home ice advantage,
the Hawks opened Thursday's
game with an early goal by lead-
ing Hawk point getter Greg
Puhalski. The Warriors came
back mid-period to match the
goal and even the score at 1-1.
Sean Davidson and Brent
Bywater set up another Greg
Puhalski marker, ending the first
period 2-1 Hawks.
Taking an early goal, the
Warriors charged in and out of
the second period, to end the
frame 2-2. Suddenly a partial
home crowd knew their team was
in a close game for the first time
this year. However, they were
given a reprieve of the game
stress with a WLU and Waterloo
figure skating demonstration be-
tween periods and a "Hawk Shot"
by Supercop.
Opening the third period
Puhalski flipped the puck in from
behind the net to finish his hat-
trick and to give the Hawks a one
goal breather. Much to the relief
of the Golden Hawks, the two
lines of Warrior defense eventual-
ly worn down giving Dan Rintche
room to take a pass from
defenseman Mark Lyons and
weave in to settle the game 4-2
Hawks.
ICE CHIPS: Greg Puhlaski
and Mike Maurice still lead the
OUAA in scoring with 54 and
50 points respectively. Goalie
Rob Dopson is second in the
league with a 2.74 GPA behind
Warrior puckstopper Mike
Bishop. The remaining three
games of the season for the
Hawks are at home as they take
on the RMC Redman and the
Windsor Lancers and tonight
they face the OUAA East Divi-
sion leaders York Yeomen at
the Bubble. Game time is 7:30
sharp. Fans are invited to get to
the game early to avoid dis-
appointment in seating.
Another point for the Chief:Greg Puhalski and Brent By water
loom ominously inn front of Warrior netminder Mike Bishop Sunday
at Columbia Icefields. Waterloo got their revenge on the Hawks in 6-
5 war. The Hawks battle East division leaders York tonight at the
bubble at 7:30.
...but chilled at the Icefields
By Redd Weltz
CORD WEEKLY
If a hockey game can be
likened to a symphony's cre-
scendo, the fans that witnessed
the game between the
Waterloo
Warriors and the Laurier Golden
Hawks at the Columbia Ice Fields
last Sunday can relate to the con-
cept of a grand finish. In a
grinder's game, the Warriors
came away victorious with a 6-5
win.
As they have shown in the
past this season, the Hawkey
Hawks are not a first period team
with a tendency to wait for op-
portunities to happen and if they
don't score early. So when Hawk
Mike Maurice took a five minute
high sticking penalty for clipping
Warrior resident goon and all-
around bad egg lan Pound early
in the first period and going
shorthanded, the wheels fell off
of the cart for the Hawks. After a
quick goal by the Warriors, they
proceeded two net more. For a
good chunk of the period, the
play was in the Hawk's zone, sti-
fling their offense and falling be-
hind 4-1.
Laurier replied at the 17:32
mark of the second period, just to
have the Warriors take a 4-1 lead
minutes later. As they play began
to get rough, the crowd heated up
in response to the unnecessary
cheap shots after clean checks.
The partisan Waterloo crowd
cheered in delight having their
primal emotions satisfied by the
savagery. For the serious hockey
enthusiast, it was hockey that had
gotten out of hand.
Waterloo then bounced anoth-
er rebound past goalie Rob Dop-
son at the 4:01 mark. Hawk Peter
Hellstrom got Laurier back to
within three by notching a power-
play goal.
Marc Lyons rung the post
minutes into the period to show a
glimmer of hope for some cold
and outnumber Laurier sup-
porters. Hellstrom picked up his
second of the gameoff of another
rebound at 12:14 during a
delayed penalty. However,
Waterloo recorded their sixth
goal on yet another rebound in
Dopson's crease. Laurier made a
run for the win by answering with
goals by Larry Rucchin and Greg
Puhalski making the game inter-
esting for the first time since the
opening drop of the puck. Coach
Wayne Gowing opted for the ex-
tra attacker with one minute
remaining but to no avail, the
game ended 6-5 in Waterloo's
favour.
Stay on your skates Bucky: Hawkey Hawk Brent Bywater sits in the middle of a pack of Waterloo
and
Laurier players during a stoppage in play last Thursday night at the bubble. Laurier defeated the cross-
town rivals 4-2. Fellow Hawk Mike Maurice stands a'x>ve Bywater ensuring his protection against those
nasty Waterloo boys. Brian Owen photo
Look out Buitenhuis: Warrior defensemen Ken Buitenhuis
dumps off the puck while Greg Puhalski skates by watching the puck.
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Basketballers bombed by Brock, Waterloo
By Bruno Rukavina
CORD WEEKLY
WATERLOO76 LAURIER 67
It was the Battle of Waterloo,
Volume I, last Wednesday night
as the Golden Hawks travelled
down University Avenue to face
the much despised Warriors. THe
two teams seemed headed in op-
posite directions. Waterloo, with
a 4-2 record, was challenging for
top spot in the league while the
Hawks, with a 2-4 record, were in
desperate need of a win to
solidify their chances for post-
season play. Throw in the usual
Waterloo vs. Laurier rivalry-hate
relationship, and you can see that
what was to follow was an in-
tense battle for local supremacy.
The game started slowly with
both teams feeling each other out.
six minutes into the games
Laurier held a slight lead, 12-8.
The next 5 minutes were all
Waterloo as the Warriors scored
17 straight points to blow the
game open. Most noticeable was
the ease with which the Warriors
blew apart the Hawks' zone
defense. The Hawks, usually a
man to man team were playing a
little zone to mix things up but
the experiment was failing badly.
The game stabilized at this
point with Waterloo holding a ten
point lead the rest of the half. A
couple of late Laurier hoops cut
the deficit to 9 points at halftime,
43-34. Noteworthy at this point
was the fact that the referees were
doing their usual job of giving the
Warriors a significant home court
advantage. A small, but vocal,
group of Laurier supporters were
outraged at a number of
questionable calls throughout the
game.
The second half started well
with Laurier cutting the lead to 5
points with 11:00 to play. A
much improved defensive effort
keyed the WLU comeback. The
Hawks cut the Waterloo lead to 3
and then 2 points but were never
able to tie the score. The great ef-
fort expended by the Hawks in
the comeback attempt led to them
running out of steam and falling
behind by as many as 12 points in
the final minutes. A fight broke
out between a few of the players
with 1:57 to play and once again
WLU was victimized by the
referees even though it was
Waterloo guard Chris Troyak
who instigated the scuffle.
FREE THROWS: The Hawks
ended up losing by 9 points, 76-
67. Perhaps the biggest reason
why was rebounding, as the
Warriors dominated the glass,
with a 45-22 rebounding ad-
vantage. The Hawks will have
to focus on this aspect of their
game when they host Waterloo
this Saturday night in what is
sure to be another bitterly
fought contest. Tony Marcotul-
lio led the Hawks in scoring
with 13 points while Dan Deep
added 12.
BROCK 94 WLU 83
Brock's first visit to WLU un-
der new Head Coach Ken Murray
turned out to be an exciting one.
In a very fast paced game OUAA
All-Star candidates Tony Mar-
cotullio for Laurier and Gord
Wood for Brock dominated. Our
own Marcotullio had several bril-
liant drives and held the Hawks in
the game at many points when it
seemed the team would fade
away. Marcotullio's 28 points,
upped his league leading average
to 21.0 ppg.
Brock's 6'B" sophomore
sensation Wood topped Marcotul-
li° 29 points of his own.
With no Hawks able to contain a
player of his size Wood had 12
points in the first 10:00 minutes
of the game. He also entertained
the crowd with five luscious
dunks and spirited hustle.
The first half was evenly
matched and ended 40-39 in
favour of Laurier. In the second
half though WLU was unable to
stay with Brock. The Badgers
took the lead with about 13:00 to
play and never relinquished it.
Their ability to break through the
Laurier pressure defense com-
bined with their height advantage
led to a tough win by 11 points.
Laurier played well but it
seemingly was not their night.
NEXT ACTION: SATURDAY
NIGHT VS. WATERLOO AT
THE A.C. 8:00 p.m.
Marcotullio on a fast break: Leading OUAA point getter
Tony Marcotullio runs upcourt against Brock last Saturday night. Un-
fortunately the Hawks didn't fair as well as they had against Waterloo
several days earlier dropping the game 94-83.
Howard Bellinger photo.
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Ifyou've considered the other painting companies, then discover Painters Plus™, where you get a...
SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY...
PLUS... Qualified trainers with a business track record...
PLUS... 4* times MORE area per franchise...
PLUS... 33%* LESS royalty-
While the other painting companies offer a few postal codes, consider the
following Painters Plus™ franchise areas:
1. Town ofOakville 4. City of Etobicoke 7. City of Toronto
2. City of Mississauga 5. City of North York 8. City of Scarborough
3. City of Brampton 6. City ofYork/ 9. Town of Pickering/
Borough of East York Town ofAjax
If you are considering a business opportunity
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.
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tm~ Painters Plus Inc.
this summer, you will find that PaillterS
Painters Plus™ adds up! T Tfl LBP3R6
'
Attention: James Phelan
Obtain an application from your campus
===== (416) 236-PLUS (Toronto)
placement office and forward it today! supported independence
™
* Estimated, for details contact Painters Plus Inc.
TM: Trademark of Painters Plus Inc. - © 1989: Copyright ofPainters Plus Inc.
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Beat Waterloo, beaten by Brock:
Lady Basketball Hawks split weekend matches
By Jeff Dragich
CORD WEEKLY
The Lady Basketball Hawks
found themselves in two closely
contested games last week and
ended up with a split decision.
They defeated Waterloo 54-42
last Wednesday night before
dropping a heartbreaker 51-47 to
Brock on Saturday.
This leaves the Golden Hawks
in sixth place, trailing Western
and Windsor for the final playoff
spot with just five games to go.
LAURIER 54, WATERLOO 42
This game was much closer
than the score indicates. Both
teams appeared evenly matched
until the Golden Hawks managed
to close out strongly. The first
half was a game of streaks. The
Athenas jumped out to a 10-2
lead before Laurier tied it with
eight unanswered points. Then
Waterloo rebounded for a 19-12
lead, after which the Hawks
scored six straight. Laurier led at
the half 25-24.
The score remained close
throughout the second half until
Laurier finally caught fire to pull
away with 6:47 remaining and
Waterloo leading 39-37.
"We make a couple of key
baskets, then went down on
defense, limited them to one
[missed] shot, and forced them to
play catch-up," said head coach
Sue Lindley about the second-
half outburst. "I think the real key
was that we made some good
passes to Sue Little on cuts and
she made her shots."
Trailing by two with 6:27 to
go, the Golden Hawks exploded
on a 15-1 run to seal the win.
Renata Dykstra ignited the drive
by hitting an eight-foot jumper in
the key while being fouled, and
converting the free throw for a
one-point lead.
Perry then sandwiched two
free throws around a Waterloo
single and a Little bank shot to
extend the lead to six. Then
Janice Field drove the lane and
dished off to Little under the bas-
ket for a lay up.
Dykstra, who played her best
game of the year, paced the
Hawks with 19 points. Little
added 14 points and 12 rebounds.
Field had six assists.
Lindley was enthused with
Dykstra's performance.
"Renata had a tremendous
game. She scored 19 while hold-
ing Waterloo's best player to
eight. She looked relaxed on the
floor, played good, tough
defense, and took the shots the
offense gave her."
BROCK 51, LAURIER 47
This game was a struggle the
whole way through, with the
largest margin for either team
being six points. The story for the
Hawks seemed to be that Little,
who has been the team's of-
fensive leader all year, finally had
an off-night, and no-one else
stepped forward to take charge
and score.
The defenses dominated this
one, as the score indicates. The
game was very physical, as the
officials let a lot of contact go un-
called under the basket. Laurier
shot just 28% from the floor,
while the Badgers weren't much
better at 37%. Turnovers were the
other story, as the Hawks gave up
18 to just eight for Brock.
Lindley offered the following
evaluation of the loss.
"We made too many mistakes
at crunch time, and we just didn't
finish on offense. We didn't have
enough people playing well in or-
der to win the game. The bottom
line is that we just didn't shoot
the ball well enough at the end."
Perry led the Hawks with 12
points. Little added 11 points and
five rebounds and Dykstra
chipped in 10 points and seven
boards.
Laurier only made 15 field
goals in the entire game, but
stayed close with decent free
throw shooting.
LOOSE FEATHERS --Lindley
feels that in order to beat the
Mustangs, her team will have to
win its last five games, a difficult
but feasible task..The coach is
very pleased with Little's per-
formance so far. "Sue is so
steady. She usually comes
through in the clutch. She con-
sistently works hard, is so
focused and is very reli-
able"...Rookie forward Sue
Eagleson appears to have grown
comfortable with the university
style of play, and has seen her
P.T. increase significantly in the
last two weeks...The Hawks have
introduced a pick-and-roll play to
the offense at mid-season with
some success...The Lady Hawks
play two home games this week
at the AC...Saturday's game is
against Waterloo, while Guelph
visits on Wednesday. Both games
start at 6 p.m.
Hey kids! Sports quiz!
By Redd Weltz
CORD WEEKLY
1. How many gold madals did U.S. swimmer Janet Evans
win at the 1988 Olympics in Seoul, Korea ?
2. How many gold medals did U.S. swimmer Mark Spitz
win at the 1972 Olympics in Munich, West Germany ?
3. What was the team name for the NHL franchise that was
located in Hamilton, Ont. during the 1920's ? and where
did they move to later ?
4. What OHL team did a young Wayne Gretzky play for ?
5. How many medals did Canadian gymnast Curtis Hibert
win at the Commonwealth Games in New Zealand recently
Answers:
I.five
2.five
3.TigersandNewYork(Americans)
4.SaultSt.Marie
S.seven
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Towards a third-place finish:
Hawk volleyballers vanquish tough Windsor team
By Chris Dodd
CORD WEEKLY
The Golden Hawks men's
volleyball team was in action on
Friday against a scrappy squad
from Windsor. A win over the
Lancers
game was necessary for
Coach Smith and the Hawks as
the playoff crunch approaches
and they didn't disappoint the
home crowd.
The Hawks came out and im-
mediately grabbed a 6 point lead
and the control of the game but
from there the pesky Windsor
squad refused to die and came
back to take the game 13-15.
The first game, however, did
not correctly predict the outcome
of the match as the fired up
Hawks played inspired volleyball
the rest of the way and took the
next 3 games
in convincing style.
"The whole team played well,
Bruce (Barker) really did an out-
standing job today in particular"
commented injured player Andy
Fenton.
Bruce Barker was truly a
standout as he set the pace for the
Hawks and the rest followed.
Andrew Reed and Arnie McFalls
also were standouts as they had
18 and 17 kills respectively.
Coach Smith's squad played as if
they were on a mission and well
they should have as playoffs
loom large in the near future and
every game inches the team ever
closer to an all important 3rd play
finish.
OUTSIDE HITS: The team
needs to beat Brock and
Guelph to ensure a playoff spot
but the all important game is
the Mac contest on the 15th of
the month. The winner of that
game will ultimately finish
third and play Western instead
of Waterloo in the first round
of the playoffs. To keep the
playoffs hope alive they must
keep winning ana playing vol-
leyball as they did on Friday.
The team inches toward the
.500 mark with the 3-1 victory
over Windsor as they managed
to raise their record to 4-5. The
team seems to be coming togeth-
er at the right time. If they can
keep it going the next few weeks
should be very exciting for
Laurier volleyball and its fans.
The team is in action on Wed-
nesday at Guelph and then the
all important game at Mac on
Friday. The future looks bright
and you can bet Coach Smith
and Davis will have the team
ready to make a run at 3rd spot
in the always tough OUAA vol-
leyball loop.
HAWKS OF THE WEEK
ARNIE MCFALLS
(VOLLEYBALL)
McFalls, a second year off-side
hitter from Chatham, had an ex-
cellent performance in the Hawks
4th victory of the season last Fri-
day and has earned Hawk of the
Week honours. The 6' 4" eco-
nomics major had 8 stuff blocks,
5 digs, and 2 aces. McFalls had
an outstanding 17 kills on 18 at-
tempts.
LAURA COOKE
(VOLLEYBALL)
Cooke, a second year middle
blocker from Burlington had an
outstanding game in the Lady
Hawk's 3-1 victory over Guelph
and has been selected Hawk of
the Week. She had 12 kills, 5
aces and 5 stuff blocks, but hei
play at the net was the key to
winning the matches.
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WORD
111
A professional word processing
service is just a phone call away
For that letter quality essay,
report, thesis or resume at
competitive rates call
746-5217
IDIOT
SAVANT
February 9 at BPM
WLU $2 OTHER $4
It'sgreat entertainment if
you tike
that sort of thing
M SHOOTERS A
65 University Ave. E. Waterloo 888-6181
wfErSra STARVING STUDENT DAY
FEB. Bth "MISS LEGS
|qcwinos
WATERLOO" $1.99 Burgers
Ladies Show off those VJiWiM\'Mlfl4KT*Wltf(fft/y liL7l/iliiiiig pi Watch Your
legs to win hundreds in favourite sports
prizes +local recognition
on our giant
shorts)
GOLDEN HAWK
Scoreboard
QUAAHockeyWest
Results:
Queen's 11, RMC 4
Guelph 12, Toronto 8
Guelph 6, RMC 0
Western 8, Laurentian 3
Waterloo 6, LAURIER 5
Brock 3, Western 0
LAURIER 4, Waterloo 2
Windsor 10, Brock 7
UQTR 13, RMC 0
Windsor 8, Laurentian 6
Upcoming Games:
York at LAURIER (Tonight, 7:30 @ the Bubble)
RMC at LAURIER (Sat. Feb. 10,7:00 @ the Bubble)
Results:
McGill 6, UQTR 4
Ryerson 6, Queen's 5
McGill 5, Ryerson 1
McGill 5, Queen's 2
Toronto 4, Concordia 2
UQTR 4, York 3 (OT)
Ottawa 4, Concordia 3
UQTR 5, Ryerson 3
QUAAVolleyball
Results:
Waterloo 3, McMaster 1
LAURIER 3, Windsor 1
Guelph 3, Brock 0
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at McMaster (Fri. Feb. 9,8:00)
QUAABasketball
Results:
Waterloo76, LAURIER 67
Western 77, Brock 73
McMaster 96, Waterloo 61
Brock 94, LAURIER 83
Windsor 85, McMaster 83
| Guelph 79, Lakehead 65
| Western 111, Windsor 74
Guelph 81, Lakehead 62
Upcoming Games:
I
Waterlooat LAURIER (Sat. Feb. 10, 8:00 @ the AC)
Guelph at LAURIER (Wed. Feb. 14, 8:00 @ the AC)
QWLAAVolleyball
Results:
LAURIER 3, Guelph 1
Brock 3, Western 1
Western 3, LAURIER 0
Lakehead3, Windsor 1
McMaster 3, Waterloo 0
Brock 3, .Guelph 1
Lakehead 3, Windsor 1
OWIAABasketball
Results:
LAURIER 54, Waterloo 42
Brock 65, Western 42
Western 73, Windsor 67
Lakehead69, Guelph 39
McMaster86, Windsor 80
Lakehead63, Guelph 45
Brock 51, LAURIER 47
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Western (Tonight (Wednesday) at 6:00)
Waterloo at LAURIER (Sat. Feb. 10,6:00@ the AC)
CIAU HOCKEY TOP 10
1. Alberta
2. Calgary
3. Waterloo
4. UQTR
5. Moncton
6. LAURIER
7. Acadia
8. McGill
9. Regina
10. Manitoba
OUAA TOP 5 SCORING
Puhalski (WLU) 18-36-54
Maurice (WLU) 25-25-50
Crisp (Waterloo) 22-22-44
Pag6 (UQTR) 13-27-40
Mahon (Windsor) 17-18-35
Kingshott (UWO) 16-19-35
OUAA TOP 5 GOALIES
Bishop (Waterloo) 2.67
Dopson (WLU) 2.74
Reeve (McGill) 2.92
Desjandins (Concordia) 3.27
Desbiens (UQTR) 3.32
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Team
GP W L T F A Pts
LAURffiR 19 16 3 0 138 52 32
Waterloo 19 14 4 1 105 51 29
Windsor 18 11 7 0 87 72 22
Western 18 10 6
2 86 74 22
Guelph 17 9 8 0 80
74 18
Brock 18 7 9 2 95 102 16
Laurentian 21 3 18 0 67 155 6
RMC 18 2 16 0 47 133 4
Team GP W L T F A Pis
McGill 20 12 6 2 88 62 26
UQTR 18 12 5 1 110 62 25
York 18 12 5 1 86 67 25
Ottawa 18 9 8 1 76 80 19
Toronto 19 8 11 0 92 94 16
Concordia 21 8 13 0 73 75 16
Ryerson 19 6 13 0 69 114 12
Queen's 18 5 13 0 67 104 10
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Waterloo 11 11 0 0 33 3 22
Western 8 6 2 0 19 9 12
McMaster 10 6 4 0 19 17 12
LAURIER 8 4 4 0 16 15 8
Windsor 10 4 6 0 14 23 8
Guelph 9 2 7 0 11 21 4
Brock 10 0 10 0 6 30 0
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Western 8 7 1 0 671 581 14
McMaster 8 5 3 0 695 621 10
Guelph 8 5 3 0 584 512 10
Waterloo 8 5 3 0 543 570 10
Brock 8 4 4 0 613 607 8
Lakehead 8 2 6 0 569 632 4
LAURIER 8 2 6 0 616 681 4
Windsor 8 2 6 0 621 708 4
Team GP W L T F A Pis
Windsor 12 10 2 0 32 10 20
Brock 11 9 2 0 30 11 18
Lakehead 10 7 3 0 24 15 14
McMastet 10 6 4 0 22 16 12
Western 9 5 4 0 17 18 10
LAURIER 14 4 10 0 16 33 8
Waterloo 10 2 8 0 13 24 4
Guelph 12 1 11 0 7 34 2
Team
GP W L T F A Pts
Lakehead 9 8 1
0 564 466 16
McMaster 8 6 2 0 571 490
12
Brock 9 6 3 0 551 487
12
Western 8 5 3 0 501 442 10
Windsor 10 4 6 0 656 639 8
LAUREER 9 3 6 0 493 560 6
Waterloo 7 1 6 0 349 462 2
Guelph
8 1 7 0 347 486 2
Amorc 41 King St
lingerie Waterloo
'
Camisole with Shoulder pads
1M
Terry Cloth
MB
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I $0.99 I
MEDIUM HAWAIIAN
PAN PIZZA
Loaded with pineapple, ham, and extra cheese. Aloha!
*fu/a Hi j* is a registered itadp Markcl Pi//a Hul loc Registeri-d .isc* Pepst C"'a CanadaLM *Fcpv is a registered Trade Mark o»Pepsi Cola Canada I td
HawaiianPersonal
®Mz,r Pan Pizza for lunch.
Loaded with pineapple, ham, and extra cheese. Aloha!
Valid lor dine in and take out only. 11 am-4 pm Monday toFriday, excluding statutory holidays.
PRESIDENTIAL RACE
HODGES
Did you know Student Publications
has lost thousands of dollars and actually
can't find them; did you know Student
Publications wants to institute a $13 ad-
dition to student fees for a yearbook for
every student; did you know the health
plan (a $120 000 decision) was based on
a survey of 316 students...the list goes
on. Our Student Union is in trouble!
There is financial mismanagement that if
soon not checked will put WLUSU in
debt, an apathy so far reaching that only
980 people voted in last year's election
and tradition is almost non-existent.
What's my point you ask? Well first
of all get out and vote and become in-
volved. Secondly make an educated vote
for the person who you feel will bring an
end to the ailments of WLUSU and act
responsibly in your best interest; not just
another politician.
Now you want to know why you
should vote for me, right? Well first of
all I'm new blood for WLUSU and I will
question things that don't seem right
even if they have existed for years.
Secondly I know Laurier very well since
I have been on First Year Council, an
Icebreaker and a residence don for two
years. I think you will agree that I have
insight into what students want and need.
This does not mean I will act without
first consulting you...this is key and is
something which never gets done, just
promised.
I will graduate from Business this
spring and consequently will have
knowledge of financial management. As
well I have managed summer businesses
which employed over 25 people at a time
producing hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars — profitably. WLUSU is a service
for the students and must provide the
current services and more while
maintaining financial responsibility.
There are a lot of things that should
concern you here at Laurier and you
should consider when choosing your
president. WLUSU is currently "looking
into" a Sexual Assault Centre; how many
people are being assaulted while they are
looking into it -- why is this even a deci-
sion? Let's get an assault centre, hot line
and counselling in place NOW! Why is
there still not a recycling program in
place? Why do we allow plastic cutlery
ONLY to be used in the Torque Room?
How many styrofoam cups go out of
there every day? This is ridiculous! It
can't be difficult to get metal cutlery
back and a recycling program in place
NOW! Why do we not get along with
the administration — are we not here for
the same purpose? What is the hold up
with the Turret? What happened to the
Homecoming and Winter Carnival tradi-
tions of the past? Let's get some tradi-
tion back NOW! These and many more
concerns come to mind immediately.
These are concerns that have gone un-
resolved over the last several years.
Why? Our government is stagnant - we
need new ideas. Committee meetings,
policies and red tape are all in place and
functioning well. It is time for a change
of blood, isn't it?
I could go on forever about the prob-
lems that exist but that won't get us any-
where -- let's get some solutions NOW.
I can assure you if you elect me as
WLUSU President I will bring these new
ideas, your ideas, and will question the
policies and programs currently in place.
My goal - to create a financially stable
WLUSU which will be serving us, the
students, well in the future. Remember,
get involved and take the time to vote,
and please, vote responsibly. Vote Bruce
Hodges for President.
LEWIS
As we enter the 90's, there are a
number of issues that our Student Union
must focus upon if Laurier is to truly
belong to the students. In the wake of
this past year full of a variety of different
issues, we as WLU students must be sure
that what happens at our university is
within our control and is in our best in-
terests.
Currently, I am the WLUSU Vice-
President: University Affairs. I trust that
this year has been a measure of my capa-
bilities as an advocate for your interests.
However, as much as we now have a
revamped drug plan with a drug card,
and as much as there have been efforts
made by the Committee for Action
Against Assault to improve safety on
campus vis a vis better lighting etc.,
there is still a large job to be done. WE
need a Sexual Relations Centre
(Women's Centre) and perhaps even a
safety van program. These are positive
steps that must be taken to correctly ad-
dress current difficulties facing our
campus.
Issues such as recycling are of vital
importance. Currently, a campus wide
recycling program for fine paper has
been initiated as well as WLUSU's tin
can and paper program. However, we
must not stop at this. Environmental is-
sues must be addressed. Build foods, the
purchasing of recycled products and the
reduction of paper products consumption
etc. are avenues which must be explored.
This can only be done with your help
and your commitment.
Topic of discussion often surrounds
the two campus bars. With revenues
declining, we must improve service, at-
mosphere and expand our products to in-
clude food. Other than Wilf's and the
Turret, the Student Union must seek
alternate forms of revenue. Hiking stu-
dent fees is NOT the answer. The answer
is to provide better services to students.
Facilities such as an on-campus copy-
centre or perhaps a used book exchange
service can not only provide revenues
but most importantly can provide
desperately needed services. A diver-
sification of our business interests can
only serve as an improvement of our
cash situation.
Further, we must continue to lobby
government for project subsidies. This
year, as Vice-President: University Af-
fairs I played a role in successfully ob-
taining a $10 000 subsidy for bus transit
passes, as well as obtaining approximate-
ly $3 500 from the Government of
Ontario for the Physically Challenged
Accessible Washroom venture. These
approaches of funding must be continued
if we are to be an organization that
represents the interests of all Laurier stu-
dents.
With respect to making the Student
Union Building fully physically chal-
lenged accessible, the elevator which we
as students have funded is now opera-
tional. With the washroom venture on
the horizon, we must now put pressure
on the university administration to make
the rest of our campus more accessible.
Let's spend that $18 million surplus on
something useful!
Other services must be considered
also. After all, Laurier must be given
back to the students. Efforts to obtain
more lounge areas on campus, cultural
events, lower the price of text books,
rectify parking problems and improve
cafeteria food are some of the things that
we as students must work hard to cor-
rect. WLUSU is our voice as students of
this university...and that voice must be
heard!
On February 7,1 trust that you will cast
your ballot wisely. I believe that I have
the
energy and experience to make a
positive difference in giving Laurier
back to whom it belongs to...the stu-
dents! I need your support to make
Laurier a better place. Please vote Stuart
Lewis for President.
McGUIRE
February 7 you decide what next
year's Student Union will be. For your
voice to be heard, vote Maureen
McGuire for President. For the past 2
years, I've been representing the student
body as a member of the WLUSU Board
of Directors. I've been a member of the
Union's Finance and building Com-
mittee and am presently chairperson of
the constitutional and Operations Devel-
opment Committee. This experience has
provided me with the financial and oper-
ational knowledge necessary to be a
competent student president.
As WLUSU President, I would use
the next year to bring WLUSU to you ~
the students. WLUSU has many services
to offer, however it has, in the past, been
difficult for students to find out about
these services. My #1 priority for next
year is increasing awareness. The Safety
and Equality Commission must pull its
head out of the sand and produce
tangible answers to the safety problem
question on and around campus. Legal
Resource, Tutorial Services and other
WLUSU services must be promoted, and
the intensity of this promotion must con-
tinue through out the entire school year.
Student participation is something
that also has been neglected. Although
all meetings of the Board of Directors
are open and student participation is
nominally encouraged, this year's Board
meetings were held at irregular hours,
behind closed doors. As WLUSU Presi-
dent, I will promote greater student par-
ticipation by ensuring advance notifica-
tion of all meetings. Meetings will be held
in better locations such as the Paul
Martin Centre, with an open door policy.
A weekly Cord column would be anoth-
er great way to keep the students in-
formed on WLUSU activities.
This year's Board has done a super
job of raising money to build a physical-
ly challenged accessible washroom in
the Student Union Building. I expect the
rest of this year's fund raising will be
successful and this project will be com-
pleted quickly. Accessibility is still
going to be a problem for the next few
years however. I plan on continuing the
Physically Challenged Accessibility
Fund until the Student Union Building is
fully accessible. I also intend to pressure
the administration to make the rest of the
school fully accessible.
Safety on campus is a major prob-
lem. Reported or not, attacks, assaults
and rapes must be prevented. The ability
for the Student Union to provide in-
formation, assistance and counselling is
there. I intend to prod WLUSU to action
in this area immediately. Be it a
Women's Centre, a Sexual Relations
Centre, or an active and completely
reformed Safety and Equality Commis-
sion, I guarantee major improvements in
campus safety.
My open door policy doesn't start
February 8, it starts today. Please, if you
have any questions or you just want to
chat about WLUSU, call me at 888-0469
or catch me in the Student Union offices
on the 2nd floor of the S.U.B. I need
your vote so I can be there for you.
MORRISSEY
My name is David Morrissey and I
am running for the position of WLUSU
President in the upcoming election.
Those of you who have experienced
WLUSU elections in the past know that
this media opportunity is generally used
by the candidates to parade their
campaign promises. I do not intend to
waste your time by making numerous
promises to be forgotten as soon as the
ballots have been counted. I do not have
any promises other than a commitment
to build a government exclusively com-
mitted to the interests of the students of
this university, by whatever means are
necessary.
The matters of leadership and genu-
ine student representation are at the core
of all the issues of this campaign. With
respect to these, the real issues of this
election, I am resolved to constructing a
government accountable and accessible
to you the students. Make no mistake
about it, I am not a diplomat. I fully in-
tend to confront the administration and
act aggressively on every issue to ensure
that policies reflect the interests of you
the students. Conciliatory
WLUSU/Administration relations have
lost any advantage they may have had.
Student concerns with costs and facilities
on campus can no longer be ignored by a
financially-oriented administration. This
is an institution of higher learning, not
higher profit. The time has come for a
presidential office committed to action in
the name of its constituents. The time
has come for David Morrissey to occupy
that office and resolve some key issues:
Inter-governmental Co-ordination:
My involvement with the Board of Stu-
dent Activities has led me to believe that
WLUSU activities have been com-
promised by an enormous lack of co-
ordination between different organiza-
tions. Laurier students have suffered as a
result of a poorly organized student ad-
ministration. I intend to use strong cen-
tral leadership to promote student ac-
tivities that work.
Gender Relations: On the topic of gen-
der relations, I strongly believe that the
students and faculty of Laurier are gross-
ly uninformed. I am committed to creat-
ing greater awareness of women's issues
both on this campus and in the university
community. I believe gender issues must
be dealt with head on by WLUSU, not
ignored in the hope that they will resolve
themselves.
Professor Evaluations: It is my opinion
that the Core E incident represents more
than an isolated act of the intimidation of
students at the hands of the faculty. What
it does represent is an example of a much
broader problem insofar as students' in-
terests areconstantly neglected and their
opinions actively repressed. This episode
provides us with the opportunity to mod-
ify the entire evaluation process to better
serve the interests of Laurier students.
I will answer any of your questions at
any time during
the campaign and I
strongly urge you to attend the candidate
forum on Thursday, February 7 so that
there will be no doubt that I am the only
choice. Put Power in Power, Elect an At-
titude, Vote Morrissey.
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